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EDITOR’S NOTES

editor’s

notes
Dear Readers,
It’s been an exciting few months,
with a budget delivered by a new
government, new initiatives and new
forums.
In this edition we’ve been looking
at two key issues. These are: the
discussion on the future of rates in
Gibraltar and the modernisation of the
Trade Licensing Act. These are two
items which should be high on the
Government’s Agenda. Of course, the
review of the Trade Licensing Act is
all encompassing and does not just
cover a review of the basic legislation.
The interview with Marielou Guerrero
gives a flavour of what that review is
looking into and briefly touches on the
Office of Fair Trading etc.

What must not be left by the
wayside throughout is cultivating a
culture where entrepreneurs thrive.
Governments must, throughout, be
encouraged to give new entrepreneurs
the support which they clamour for
and need. We do not seek financial
backing for any new enterprise –
the private sector should remain
just that -private. What is required
is support and, most fundamentally,
understanding of the requirements
of small businesses. Again the review
of the Trade Licensing Act must take
that into consideration – too much
red tape stifles business.

is what we are there to do – so as
always, your views, dear members,
are sought after and cherished at the
GFSB.
We’d love to hear your views on any
of the topics raised in the magazine!
Please write in to us at gfsb@gfsb.gi
with any thoughts/views you would
like us to bear in mind.
As always,

Gemma Arias
Editor

Through lunch meetings with Ministers
we have sought to bring our agenda
to them. Lobbying the government
for our members to the government
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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES

chairman’s

foreword
With the First Budget Session of the new
administration gripping debate for the last
few months we can now cast our thoughts
on what this has brought to the business
community.
As a general comment, the budget is a
balanced one and our first observation is that
there has been an arresting of the systematic
increases to Social Insurance, Rates and
Electricity and Water charges in evidence
from successive GLSP and GSD Governments
(apart from election year, of course). Instead,
we would welcome a systematic freezing of
these fixed business costs as a policy trend
during the length of a Government term, and
beyond.
We at the GFSB have campaigned for
many years for the Government to adopt a
‘low fixed business cost’ model in order to
encourage SME’s to employ people without
the fear that an employee will turn out to be
a ‘mortgage’ which is clearly the impression
in some of the ‘sunshine’ states like Greece,
Spain and Portugal. In Spain, for example
Social Insurance can be as high as 30% of
an employee’s wage. Is it any wonder then
that many individuals prefer to abandon
employment and still receive 2 years on full
pay ‘sponging’ off the system? – a system
that is now on its knees! The problem in these

countries is that political changes have killed
off what little they had left of an enterprise
culture. In Gibraltar, very special care must
be taken that despite our huge Public Sector
we do not go down the road of ‘milking’ the
private sector cow for every penny.
We are totally in favour of revitalising Public
Services and giving them better resources
and training. E-government is virtually nonexistent in Gibraltar, Why?
What is the cost to business of sending
employees (or business owners) to longqueues to hand in a form or effect a payment,
when most industrial nations carry this out
on-line with the minimum of fuss?

yet we consider ourselves to be supermen
locally - immune to such external factors!
The job of the GFSB is to give balance (or
sanity!) to such idle thinking and promote
the interests of SME’s. Government must
take on this baton and stand ‘toe-to-toe’
with business and help create the enterprise
culture that is under threat from this “You
must get a safe Government job” culture so
endemic amongst us locals.
The Budget was a good start to this process.

Stuart Rodriguez
Chairman

There is a long process involved in reshaping the public service so that this sector
can support the private sector shoulder-toshoulder in the delivery of these services and
the GFSB is only too willing to assist.
Recently, I took part in a live Viewpoint Debate
on the Budget and there is clearly an acute
lack of understanding of the risks and threats
faced by the private sector. I also quipped that
it would probably be the only occasion when
the Unions are not asking for Parity with the
UK – following public sector pay freezes there!
This is the reality of the world we live in and
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Trade Licence Authority:

I N T E R V I E W

with the Chairwoman
Trade Licensing is a huge issue
for Gibraltar businesses.
As
a Federation, we have often
stated that the regime needs an
overhaul. Marie Lou Guerrero, now
Chairwoman of the Trade Licencing
Authority, but who for many years
sat on the board of the Gibraltar
Federation of Small Businesses
(the “GFSB”), shares her thoughts
on the Trade Licensing system
and the need for change with our
Gemma Arias.
It is very important to clarify that the views
expressed in this interview are Marielou’s
own views. Although there is a review of
the system afoot, which the Trade Licencing
Authority is leading, with recommendations
to be made to Minister Costa, the views
expressed here are the views which she has
held from within the GFSB and which she has
made public throughout the course of the
years. These views are not representative of
any suggestions for reform which the Trade
Licensing Authority is currently looking into.
Marielou, what drew you to accept the
position as chairwoman of the Trade
Licensing Authority (the “TLA”)?
I have worked hard for over 15 years to try
and improve the business environment, both
in Gibraltar and internationally. I retired from
the GFSB and from my international positions,
but my beliefs remain constant. I accepted
the position to assist the business sector.
Whilst I was in the GFSB, I made no secret
of the fact that I believed the Trade Licensing
Act (the “Act”) needed to be reviewed; I

8
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said this when I was
asked to take up the
appointment and it was
agreed that the review
would start immediately
in consultation with the
TLA.

“I made no secret of

the fact that I believed
the Trade Licensing Act
(the “Act”) needed to be
reviewed

”

I strongly advocated the
importance of a level
playing field for businesses in Gibraltar,
and this has to be a main consideration
when licensing businesses as I was not in
agreement with certain practices that were
being approved by the TLA.
At one point you were on the verge of
becoming a candidate for the GSLP
electoral line up, who then went on to
form a government.
I was persuaded to put my name forward,

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

yes. But the Executive
may have thought
that there were other
candidates who could do
the job better than me.

If you had actually
gone forward and had
been elected would
you be doing the same
thing and making the same noises about
amending the Act?
It would have been one of my priorities, yes. I
would have already started the process.
Why is it so important to amend the Act
and the functioning of the Authority?
Not just Trade Licensing; I think the whole
system needs an overhaul. It is something
I have been going on about for many years,

GENERAL
from within the GFSB. I would have looked It wasn’t. It is now. There is no secrecy about application”, since the Minister has no say in
into setting up of an Office of Fair Trading it. If you want to apply for a licence you the Board’s decision and it is not in his power
which would encompass
need to know what the to overrule these.
a Trading Standards office
are. And
there’s no secrecy, requirements
and Trade Licensing - it
the criteria is set out Has it happened in the past that the public
just an Act which we
all comes under the same
in the Act. Whatever has used the Minister as an appeals
umbrella and addresses
its flaws, that’s what procedure?
have to go on until it’s
the same business issues.
there is at the moment.
repealed or replaced
The one stop shop is
So you can obtain the The public will always go to the Minister. It’s
another
requirement
information and forms up to the Minister to deal with it correctly.
which needs to be implemented. None of from the Licensing department or you can do
these exist in Gibraltar and most are EU so online.
What shortcomings did you find on sitting
requirements. All these are issues which
on the board?
I would have concentrated on. They are Part of the criteria for refusals have been
manifesto commitments, in any case, so I the Directions…
There are no shortcomings with the Board
expect them to be set up even though I am
or the way it operates. We meet on the
not there to do so myself.
As I have said before, the criteria which the 1st Thursday of every month to process
Authority has to work under is: (1) the Act, applications and communicate via email as
One of the main things that I wanted to which is legislation and binding and (2) the and when necessary in between meetings. I
tackle in this interview is that there is a Directions which have been given on public have a good board with responsible individuals
generally held view that there is a veil of interest. To give you an example the Tobacco who take their obligations seriously. We have
secrecy surrounding the procedure for Directions we have relate to law and order to apply the law as it stands today, equally
obtaining a Trade License.
in Gibraltar. Now that is not covered by to all, and this we do, with no exceptions, in
the Act. We have to consider this carefully, the interest of ensuring a level playing field.
Not as far as I’m concerned.
because you cannot
restrict competition
You have previously
Unfortunately people don’t really in Gibraltar. So to
stated that the Act had
I have a good board
understand the workings of the TLA.
say “we are not
to be abided by as long
with responsible
going
to
allow
as it stood as law. Your
individuals who take
I have no problems with stating exactly how 100 new tobacco
insinuation in reply to
their obligations
the procedure works. I can tell you that as shops” contravenes
that question was that
far as I and my present board are concerned competition rules: you
you did not necessarily
seriously.
there is no secrecy, we are as open as we can have to allow them –
think it was good law.
be and as open as we need to be.
you cannot restrict
competition in any way. Under public interest I’m not saying the Act is not good law; most
You will know that the Act is now online and grounds, however, given the problems that of it is. I’m saying it’s out-dated and should
we stick to the letter of the law. There are tobacco caused and is causing for Gibraltar, be modernised to meet the needs of today’s
several Directions in place which relate to it’s a different story.
commercial sector.
Government policy on public interest. These
were all issued by the previous administration So, there’s no secrecy, just an Act which we Could you take us through what, in your
and relate to tobacco licences and have to go on until it’s repealed or replaced; view, needs to be modernised?
supermarkets. These Directions has been that’s what we have to abide by. And then we
given pursuant to the provisions of the Act.
have to consider the Directions which are in The Act goes back to 1978 and commercial
place. We are not bound by them, but we are activities then were very different to what
Although we are not bound by the Directions, bound by the Act.
they are now. Times change, and so have
we are obliged to respect Government policy
requirements and legislation; we have to move
in the public interest. Therefore the granting Is the TLA entirely independent? You’re with the times, not least with the advent of EU
of an application for a Trade Licence is not responsible to government and are Directives which have to be complied with. I
governed by the Act, and it is only on public entirely independent from government?
re-iterate that these are my own views.
interest grounds that we take into account
the Directions given by government.
The TLA is appointed by the Governor in I believe the whole system of licensing
consultation with the Government, and is an commercial activities needs to be modernised.
When somebody asks me or the licensing independent Authority. There is a process of It needs to provide a simple framework, where,
staff for the text of the Directions, I always appeal for all of its decisions, but this appeal is if businesses meet the required criteria, the
agree to provide these. If we have based our to the Stipendary Magistrate. However, there licence would be granted. But note, I keep
refusal on a Direction given by Government, it is no process of appeal to the Government referring to “commercial activity” rather than
is my opinion that the applicant is entitled to or the Minister under whose responsibility the “trading” as I believe all commercial activities
a copy of these.
TLA lies. The Minister cannot tell the TLA what should be licensed and regulated, not just
they can or cannot do in individual instances. trade.
You pointed out that until recently the Act There is therefore no point in the public going
hasn’t even been online…
to the Minister saying “oh they’ve refused my

“...

”

“

”
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Is it the Act which has shortcomings or
the manner in which it is implemented?

You need a licence to sell a loaf of bread,
but not to sell a house…. A good, simple
regulatory framework is positive and will not
be a problem for any business; in fact many
will welcome it. As I used to say in the GFSB,
we are here to protect genuine businesses,
not rogue traders.

Would this be included in your
recommendations to the Minister on the
review of the Act? Would you be making
recommendations under the review of the
Act for an Office of Fair Trading?

Licences are approved or refused by the
Authority; these are then issued by the two
officers in the Licensing department who
attend to the public and
In my view there should be an Office of Fair
deal with day-to-day
Trading, and the setting up of this may be
You need a licence to
issues, queries etc. and
So in your ideal one of our recommendations. From within
sell a loaf of bread, but
to whom I am available
regime…
the GFSB I have long argued for this and if
at all times. However,
I were in the GFSB now I would definitely be
not to sell a house…
this is where it ends as
I don’t think any regime expressing my opinion on how this should be
there are no resources to
can be perfect. But at the set up and operate.
monitor subsequent trading activities and no same time, I don’t think we should reinvent
trading standards with which businesses have the wheel. So what I can tell you is that we’ve But surely this ties in very closely with the
to comply. This has been a major concern of been looking at what regimes are in place in review of the TLA…
mine for many years.
other jurisdictions. And we’d definitely be
looking at standards in the UK, since they are Yes, but, we’re looking purely at the Trade
If you were to abolish the Trade Licensing the benchmark for most jurisdictions in terms Licensing requirements. It’s not within our
Act, what would you personally put in its of Trading Standards. What we cannot do is remit to say how the Office of Fair Trading
stead? If you had a clean slate to draw say “we’ll take this regime and transpose it should work or what its other functions should
on, what would you do?
here”. That is one of my pet hates, as with be; this is not within the scope of our review.
EU Directives. There are exemptions which
A simple regulatory framework to licence we have to look at as well. One size does not Yes and no, because without the Office
all business activities, with standards and fit all and we need to cut the suit to fit; tailor- of Fair Trading, the Trade Licensing
requirements set according to the industry. make it to meet our requirements whilst at provisions have no one to one to police
If you meet these standards, then licensing the same time be compliant with EU law.
them.
would follow without any hassle. But the
necessary resources for on-going monitoring When you’re looking at a little place like ours Correct. So the proper systems have to be put
you cannot say that because it works in, say, in place
and enforcement need to be put in place.
London, it’s going to work in Gibraltar, because
But if I were looking to open a shop it just doesn’t. You need to look at what’s good If you have not been asked to make
tomorrow – would I need a licence?
about it that you can actually apply in Gibraltar recommendations on what form the
and then make the necessary adaptations to Office of Fair Trading should take, then
Yes. I believe you would always need a meet our local needs. We have peculiarities. how would you be able to look at the
licence. All commercial activity should We are small;
policing provisions, or the
require a licence.
we have a small
enforcement of restrictions
I don’t think any
marketplace with
under the Act?
“Commercial Activity” that is wider than a huge one next
regime can be perfect.
the current scope of the Act.
door. We cannot
In my opinion, it should all
have a free-forwork together; it should
Yes – I did say note I am mentioning all here, but at the same time, cannot be all work very closely under the umbrella of
“commercial activity” and not “trading”. If you protectionist. So although there is no such the Office of Fair Trading. I believe that we
go back to the rational for a Trade Licensing thing as a perfect regime, we need to look at should have an OFT, but note - it has to be an
regime (1) is providing a level playing field what we need here but is not going to stifle independent Authority, in the same way that
for businesses and (2) has to be for the entrepreneurship, will make it easier for the the TLA is an independent Authority.
ultimate protection of the consumer. It would business sector to operate by cutting red tape
therefore mean that in licensing trading you and providing a level playing field and thus, Who would pay for this then?
are providing a level playing field and you’re ultimately, will benefit Gibraltar’s economy, its
providing the consumer with a certain business sector and the consumer..
It would have to, primarily, be funded by
amount of protection; but what about the
Government, though it would generate
businesses providing services which do not One thing which comes across reading income of its own. But it certainly has to
fall under this net? I am a strong believer that papers which you have prepared on this be independent, since you could have the
all commercial activities should be licensed subject from within the GFSB is that, in situation where the OFT could potentially
and, where necessary, regulated.
your opinion, the review of the Act goes take the government to court for say, breach
hand in hand with the creation of an Office of tender procedures or anti competition
I’m not saying I don’t agree with you, I’d of Fair Trading. I presume the creation of practices. It could not do this if it were a
like my travel agent, estate agent – anyone this body is also under Minister Costa’s Government department. It would be a wolf
who is providing me with a service - to portfolio?
with no teeth!! Government has to fulfil its
also be regulated…
commitment to set it up with the necessary
I understand that to be correct.
resources, but as an independent Authority.

“

”

“
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But, I repeat again, this is my personal
opinion, which is documented ad nauseum in
all my reports as GFSB Chairperson.
So the policing of any standards has to
be done by a Standards Office within the
OFT.
You have your Standards Office, your licencing
office, your Consumer Protection Office –
everything comes under the OFT umbrella.
You spoke of stifling entrepreneurship.
As one example, a team who did very
well in the Young Enterprise competition
have wanted to set up their business in
Gibraltar. However, they have found this
very difficult because, in order to have
a Trade Licence you need premises and
premises are expensive. So because
they can’t afford premises, they’re unable
to get a Trade Licence and fall at the first
hurdle.
One thing that we have spoken about at the
GFSB for a long time is that there should be
some sort of incubator system for start ups.
That is a GFSB idea. It would have to be,
however, a monitored government scheme.
What you cannot have is a repetition of what
happened at the Europa Business Centre,
which was started as a business start-up
centre, and the original ones are still there.
That is not a true business start up scheme.
Such a scheme should allow businesses to
reside in low rent premises for a very limited
time frame – 6 months, maximum one year.
Incubator services would have Business
Advisors to advise the business start-ups
and to report to the relevant body on their
progress. If after 6 months the business is
just not getting off the ground, then you have
another 6 months to make it grow. At this
point, you should be looking for premises –
but you don’t need to look for premises in the
middle of Main Street which are going to cost
you a fortune. However, this is for real start
ups. Not for someone setting up in Gibraltar,
who already has an established business
or a business abroad. This should be a
supervised scheme to assist entrepreneurs,
especially young ones, like the ones you have
mentioned, get off the ground, but only whilst
the business is in its infancy, not in perpetuity.
This distinction must be made.
You do need to have premises if you want to
trade in Gibraltar. That is the law and provides
a level playing field for all traders and, in my
opinion that should not change. What you
don’t want is people coming to us and saying

“we don’t need premises”. If we go down solely to businesses selling to Gibraltarians.
this road, neither would
Whomever I sell my items
half of the businesses
to, I should make sure
We cannot be
in town at the moment.
that a certain standard
What would happen is
is adhered to. I am not
protectionist under EU
that many would move
so selfish that I only care
Law
to La Linea and work
about standards vis-àfrom there where the
vis Gibraltarians.
overheads are lower; that would be unfair
to businesses based in Gibraltar and would Looking at the reputation of Gibraltar
have a huge impact on employment and holistically, our businesses must not only be
Government revenue.
of a high standard, they must also be seen
to be so. Any business set up in Gibraltar
Some say “protectionism” is the death of is a Gibraltar business; whether they trade
free trade, do you agree?
to locals or not, they are trading from Gib.
Whether you’re selling on the internet or
Protectionism is anti EU legislation and no you’re selling physically to locals and visitors
longer permissible, so whether I agree or not is it should, in my opinion, be regulated and
irrelevant. We do, however, need to be aware licensed.. We should not risk the reputation
of the fact that this is a small community and of Gibraltar or put any consumer at risk by
we cannot have a business “free-for-all”. In allowing unlicensed activities which cannot
the best interests of the business community be monitored.
and the consumer, conditions need to be
set and observed by all who want to set So now you’ve been at the Trade Licensing
up. Certain commercial activities can also Authority for about 6 months, has your
impact in the public interest or reputation of view changed?
Gibraltar generally, so this must also be borne
in mind.
My view has not changed. I believed the
system had to change and still do. Procedures
One of the questions always asked is how for the granting, in future, of a trade licence,
to protect Gibraltar business?
will be subject to the review and the structures
that the Government puts in place, hopefully
We cannot be protectionist under EU Law. taking our recommendations on board and
However, there are ways of ensuring our the wider consultation that would need to
businesses have a level playing field by take place.
setting conditions that have to be met by all
who want to set up a business in Gibraltar, for I cannot speak for the way that the previous
example, you need to have suitable premises board acted; – I wasn’t there, therefore I
in Gibraltar. If the law applies to all, it is not don’t know. I can speak for the present Board
protectionism.
which I chair. What happens now is that we
are open, there are no “secrets”. We try to
There are some businesses, however, assist as much as possible, often dealing
which do not need premises.
with issues between meetings as well, when
urgent licences are required. Anybody who
No, some do not – these mainly provide has a query can come to Licensing and we
services.
will try to assist or clarify. The staff there are
doing an excellent job, despite the constraints
Well, services and internet based of resources and I cannot praise them highly
business.
enough. I am in touch with them on a daily
basis and we deal with issues as they arise.
Internet based businesses are not currently The Act needs changing, but until it does, we
covered by the Act; they didn’t exist at the are bound by the law as it stands and this
time the Act was drafted. Buy I believe they is applied to everybody in equal measure.
have to be.
A level playing field for all is what I have
always believed in and I believe my board is
Is this something you’re looking into?
delivering this.

“

”

Of course! It’s fundamental to the question
of what constitutes “trading”. Remember
that “trading” is not limited to selling to
Gibraltarians alone. It shouldn’t be limited

We would love to hear your views on this
issue. Please write in to gfsb@gfsb.gi
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RATES: How to tackle a difficult issue
A recent article in the B2B
Magazine, the Quarterly Magazine
of the Chamber of Commerce,
referred to its published Annual
Report, which noted how
important the retail sector is
for “Gibraltar PLC”. The article,
captioned “Main Street rents-are
they sustainable?”, referred to
the Zoning Method of Valuation
used in the UK and advocated that
Gibraltar may wish to adopt the
zoning methodology of comparing
different rents between different
shops as a basis for valuing rents.
This article prepared by BFA Valuers explains
the UK Zoning method and why in their
opinion, this methodology is not generally
suitable for the local retail market and why
a well rehearsed alternative method known
as the “Natural Zoning Method” is far more
appropriate.

to assess whether such rent is comparable to
other market rents in the vicinity.
There is the added complication that one
has to disregard the fact that the tenant is
in occupation and that traditionally premium
payments have been made in the past,
in addition to the “market” rent in order to
secure premises in Main Street. For the
purpose of this article we shall disregard
the premium element but will be pleased to
explain in a further article why we consider
that these historic premium payments also
have an important bearing on an objective
analysis of market rents.

The first important point to note is that
a market rent is not set by Valuers, but by
Landlords and Tenants themselves, under free The B2B article correctly described the UK
market conditions which, under Section 53 (1) Zoning Method as one whereby a shop is
divided into a number of
of the Landlord & Tenant
zones. Each zone has a
Act is defined as a rent
The
first
important
depth of 6.1 metres (20
which has to disregard
feet) and the front part
point
to
note
is
that
a
the fact that the tenant
is in occupation of
market rent is not set by is Zone “A”. The next
6.1 metres (20 feet) is
the premises, and
Valuers...
Zone “B” and the next
further disregard any
6.1metres (20 feet) is
benefit accruing from
Zone
“C”.
Anything
after Zone “C” is defined
any licence or goodwill attributable to the
as
the
remainder-Zone
“D” and generally
business. Any improvements carried out by
encompasses
first
floors,
basements, and
the tenant which are not in pursuance of
other
more
restrictive
areas.
an obligation under the lease also have to
be disregarded. It is under these four main
criteria that the Courts will determine a Based on this formula, Valuers in the UK will
market rent for the grant of a new business study evidence of actual rents paid in2 the
area and assess them into a rate per ft ( or
tenancy.
m2) per annum in terms of each Zone and
In reality, it is most unlikely that a landlord the value of each Zone will be halved backand a tenant will rely on the Zoning method ie- Zone “A” will be twice the value of Zone
to agree a market rent. Instead, it is far “B” which in turn will be twice the value of
more likely for the tenant to arrive at his Zone “C” etc..

“

”

“affordable” rental value by reference to his
business expectations and for the Landlord
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So why do we believe that this strict “halving
back” zoning approach is not suitable for the
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Main Street retail market? We have purposely
omitted reference to other retail areas such
as Irish Town and other secondary areas
which have different retail characteristics to
the Main Street.
The main reason is that, with very few
exceptions, such as the Marks & Spencer
premises in Gibraltar Heights and the British
Home Stores premises in the ICC, both of
which were redeveloped as modern open
plan construction, the majority of retail outlets
in Main Street are located on the ground
floor of buildings of traditional construction
comprising solid load bearing walls, which
very often inhibit the retail potential of the
premises. Furthermore, most of the retail
outlets in Main Street rarely exceed 500 sqft
(approx 56m2).
An analysis of Main Street shops contained
in the Register of Tenancies of Business
premises (excluding the ICC Shopping Centre)
reveals the following picture:

If one includes the ICC the figures vary slightly
as follows :

The above research clearly shows that around
75% of all shops in Main Street do not exceed
1000sqft so that the UK Zoning Method

GENERAL
is clearly not appropriate for the majority
of retail outlets in Main Street. There may
be a case for the UK Zoning Method in the
few more modern open plan outlets such as
Marks & Spencer and BHS but, in any event,
Independent Experts appointed by the RICS
(Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors) who
have been asked to determine market rents
in the past in respect of these premises, have
not adopted the UK Zoning Method.
Hence, most of the market rents are assessed
on the overall method of valuation-ie- on a
rate per sqft per annum based on evidence
obtained from either first hand knowledge
of the latest transactions or the Register
of Tenancies of Business Premises. There
is a case however for the “Natural Zoning
Method” to be applied where the layout of
the premises is irregular or the retail potential
of the premises is restricted by structural
limitations which do not allow the entire area
to be used for retail purposes. In such cases
it is common for the retailers to use these
rear areas as ancillary storage and/or offices
and would typically be assessed at half of the
rate for the front areas. For example, a shop
may contain an overall area of 1000 sqft of
which the front retail area has 700 sqft but

the remaining 300 sqft can only be used for
storage because of its layout . In such a case,
if the Market rent for the retail area was say
£50/sqft, then the rent for the rear storage/
office area would be assessed at £25/sqft.
In effect, this would equate to an overall rent
of £42.50/sqft arrived at as follows:
700sqft @ £50/sqft = £35,000
300sqft @ £25/sqft = £7,500
Total Annual Rent = £42,500 pa divided by
the total area of 1000sqft = £42.50/sqft.
This approach is far more suitable in the
analysis of most of the Main Street retail
outlets, but we must reiterate that Market
Rents are agreed by landlords and Tenants
‘at arms length’, according to market forces,
and not by Valuers. The latters’ task is to
analyse these open market transactions in
order to advise their respective clients, both
Landlords and Tenants, what the market trend
is and apply it specifically to each individual
case, taking into account the size, layout and
location of the premises as well as the terms
of the lease, particularly the user clause and
the assignment clause which often have an

important bearing in determining the Market
Rent.
Whichever methodology is used in that process
one should always remember the maxim,
often cited in court judgments and other
dispute resolution awards that “ valuation is
more of an art than a precise science.” The
fact that it is very unlikely to find two identical
premises in terms of location, size and layout
renders that process more difficult and is
often affected by subjectivity.
Hence, the Valuer should always
be
consistent, regardless of which party he
or she represents. Those who do, achieve
professional credibility but those who do
not, stand to lose professional respect. In
that regard, the RICS is arguably the most
respected international property institution,
and its Members are bound to comply with the
highest standards of professional conduct.
Contributed by the Valuation Department of
BFA Group - Valuers - Brian Francis FRICS,
Mark Francis BSc (Hons) MRICS, Paul
Stagnetto BSc (Hons) MRICS.
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BUDGET 2012: An Overview

will gradually pull more taxpayers over to that
system. So those that will benefit most will be
Gibraltar residents.
The budget went further than the manifesto
with a couple of deductions introduced under
the Gross Income System – again these
relate to property in Gibraltar. One could say
that we now effectively have two allowance
based systems.

“If you want to know what’s in
the budget, read our manifesto”,
or words to that effect, was Chief
Minister Picardo’s message to
anyone trying to predict this
year’s budget. So, did it live up to
expectations?
There were no changes to corporate tax
announced, neither to the standard rate
which remains at 10%, nor to the way in
which it is applied. The Chief Minister, whilst
acknowledging that revenue from corporation
tax had increased significantly, noted that
this needs to be monitored closely going
forward. This seems sensible given that
there has been an element of catching up in
the change from the old to the new corporate
tax system. Although there are no publicly
available statistics that I’m aware of on the
matter, it is evident that a huge proportion of
corporate tax paid in Gibraltar is paid by a
relatively small number of companies. Given
that some of the high payers are also the most
mobile, there is much scope for fluctuation
– upwards or downwards – in their future
contributions.
As implied in the election manifesto, the first
small step was made in the reversal of the
previous government’s preference for the
Gross Income Based System, back towards
the more traditional Allowance Based System.
Increases in allowances for mortgage interest,
medical insurance contributions and school
fees were announced for allowance-based
taxpayers. Some other changes were made
ostensibly in line with the more socialist hues
of the new government. With the exception
of taking some disabled individuals out of the
tax net, there is little change in substance,
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More discounts for the early payment of rates
for businesses – including a useful first-year
50% discount for new start-ups – signals a
helping hand to the more “bread and butter”
end of the business spectrum. Also of
assistance was the decision not to increase
electricity and water charges.
and even less change in direction, from the
previous administration. Persons earning
£9,000 or less will pay no tax (this was
previously £8,000). Tapering relief was
announced to avoid a sudden jump from the
nil tax payable on income of £9,000 to the
tax payable on income between this level and
£19,500. At time of writing, the mechanics of
this are not available, so I’m not sure if this
differs much from the additional allowances
that already applied to this band with the
same objective.
The manifesto stated “The 17% reduced
rate of personal tax will be brought down
to 15% on 1 July 2012, when the standard
rate falls to 18%.” The reduced rate is now
15%, saving some taxpayers up to £80.
However, the budget speech was curiously
silent on any reduction of the standard rate
from 30% (which would have meant a much
bigger tax saving). Perhaps this was due to
the confusion in the manifesto regarding the
standard and top rates of tax. Also curiously
silent on this was the opposition.
One should bear in mind that relatively few
taxpayers are taxed under the Allowance
Based System - approximately 14%
according to the previous government – so
the real impact of the above is further limited
in overall terms.
The common thread underpinning the
above seems to be to favour persons living
in Gibraltar. The allowances which tend to
“tip the balance” and determine whether
the Gross Income or the Allowance Based
system is best for somebody are those
relating to residential property in Gibraltar.
The manifesto promises for future tax cuts
are limited to the Allowance System, which
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There is further assistance with reduced
import duties on a range of products, partly
in recognition of the very real competition
from online retailers. It remains to be seen
if this will be passed on to consumers. If so,
it may stimulate more sales to day trippers
and tourists (especially with VAT increases
in Spain), but it is not going to stop Gibraltar
residents buying in Spain – or online - and
importing more cheaply into Gibraltar.
At the risk of sounding ungrateful (which
is not the intention), perhaps for next time
the Government could consider taking all IT
equipment out of the import duty net, rather
than just portable computers. The benefit of
this would extend to almost all businesses –
and particularly the remote gambling industry.
Given the huge amount of IT expenditure they
incur, this may help ensure Gibraltar’s place
as a premier location for such companies
in the face of licensing and gaming duty
challenges throughout Europe.
Gibraltar is very fortunate to be able to
continue to reduce taxes, and at the same
time produce a budget surplus, even if there
are some arguments about exactly how
much that surplus is. Following protracted
discussions about gross debt and net debt
over the last year or so, the budget speech
did not actually mention what the level of
net debt is, nor what it is projected to be
as a result of the budget measures. The
budget speech mentioned that net debt was
“projected to fall slightly” this year, and I have
no particular reason to doubt this, but please
can we have the figures next time?
So, did it live up to expectations?
Neil Rumford, Baker Tilly
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FINANCE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES

Impact of

FINANCIAL CRISIS
Gibraltar: still one of only a few
economies in Europe to post
growth in what is widely regarded
as the worst Global economic crisis
since the 1930’s.
What impact has the global financial
crisis had on Gibraltar?
Safe to say that the end of 2008 will be
remembered by all as a period in which
the phrase “oh sh*t” will have been used
somewhat more regularly than normal –
there was another phrase, but I think that
might be a little too graphic for this magazine.
Back in the 1980’s and early 1990’s (during
the last global recession) the economic crises
really harmed Gibraltar, largely because our
economy in those days was not as robust
and diversified as it is today and was driven
predominantly by the MOD. Clearly this time
round most people braced themselves and
waited to see how we would be affected.
Confidence was always going to be a major
factor and regardless of what our own
economic realities were (and they were
good) most clients, investors and owner
occupiers were playing a waiting game, and
understandably so.
It was during the latter part of the 1st
quarter of 09 that it became clear that we
were managing to hold our own in what
was becoming the greatest financial crisis
for generations. Although our economy was
posting growth (GDP growth between 2008 –
2012 has been between 5% and 8% yearly)
and therefore keeping the market fluid, we
did have our own issues….... as a result of
Gibraltar’s fast growth over a short period
we had inherited a somewhat excitable
speculative market and the substantial
investment from unseasoned speculators,
something which was obviously proving to
be a real challenge all over the world……
need I mention Fanny Mae or her friend
Freddy for that matter – you get my point I’m
sure, although if you didn’t, you might think
I was referring to an inadequate relationship
– hmmmm.
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One needs to recall that between 20022007, the market increased several folds
as banks and developers got somewhat
ahead of the game and as a result started
pushing projects and increased expectations
on prices; returns were evidently great and
essentially a great many jumped on the gravy
train. The end result of all of this when the
dust settled was oversupply and a dangerous
percentage of speculators with no real worth
to complete on purchases; but unlike most
other economies, it was thanks to our own
(strong) economy that these empty properties
were either re-purchased at original prices, or
slightly discounted, or let which again served
to highlight the growth in new business the thrust of the point being that our robust
economy was able to underpin and prevent
what had been the catalyst of so many other
property markets to collapse.
So where does the market stand today?
Today we are still encouraged by the fact that
the top end of the market stands at approx
£5,500 to £6,000/sq. meter, and has been
maintained throughout; in other words, the
market has held its own. It is true however
that there have been adjustments in certain
developments where expectations were
over-inflated by the developers or indeed the
market in general.
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The only real concern we have, is the
potential prospect of a double-dip, and the
events unfolding around Europe do suggest
this is a serious possibility. Some experts
argue that another recession could be an
opportunity for Gibraltar; indeed, this could
attract more business to Gibraltar and
therefore benefit the property market. No
one can really forecast what will happen but
as an optimist, I would like to think Gibraltar
is well positioned to attract more business.
Gibraltar is small, safe and well regulated; the
fact that our first language is English and we
apply common Law also presents advantages
for firms looking to relocate, as some FTSE
companies already have. In addition and as
we have seen in the past, with access to the
EU market through ‘passporting’ on Insurance
and Banking, the uniform tax regime (10%)
that was implemented last year will in my
view generate further interest and entice
companies to follow the lead of the ones who
have already taken the step to relocate to
Gibraltar.
We are already seeing the previous over
supply trends developing into demand trends
in certain developments with properties
generally rising in price and we remain
cautiously optimistic. We have seen a marked
increase in sales at various developments
and particularly Europlaza; although last
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year and the previous had seen sales slow
in this development and prices had actually
dropped by about 10 - 15% from its peak in
2007, this year has seen a visible increase
in sales with prices (particularly on 3 beds)
hitting close to the 2007 peak, which is
great news for Europlaza, and the market in
general. Interesting that the buyers in these
cases have all been from local stock, which
we believe further underpins the strength of
our economy.
Kings Wharf and The Anchorage continue to
churn out great deals and good numbers of
sales; we have had the privilege of dealing
with over a dozen families moving into The
Anchorage in the past 6 months and about the
same amount at Kings Wharf...good going we
think, and great signs that we have an active
and fluid market particularly in the new mid
to high end developments, which had for a
time, caused concern due to the speculative
investors who were committed with no real
exit strategy. Again, in these cases we are
seeing a good proportion of local stock buying
as well as international clientele making the
most of what we consider great values.
Buena Vista Park Villas has also taken us by
surprise, although to be fair, we have been
focusing our efforts aggressively in this
development. The fact that we are seeing
positive movement in this development leads
to undeniable evidence that the high end
market of £1m properties is very much here
and here to stay – it also provides further
options to The Island and Admirals Place
which remain at the top end of the scale. We
are delighted with the sales we have achieved
so far with further reservations made recently,
we hope they too materialise and we continue
to strive to attract discerning clients to our
British Gibraltar shores.
On Commercial / Office accommodation?
Recently we are also encouraged by a
substantial amount of commercial relocation
work (from within Gibraltar and new business);
approx 4000sqm sq. meters over the past 18
months, which is very significant for Gibraltar.
If you consider that the Europort commercial
complex (which we were involved in the sale
of, back in 2000 and was only 40% occupied
at the time) is now up to 99% occupied, this
will surely give clear indication of the sort
of direction Gibraltar is taking in terms of
commercial property. Shockingly If we had
one company looking to set up in Gib with
requirements of 1,000 sq. meter+ of space,
we would sadly not be able to entertain – so,

a positive in terms of position but with no
means to expand……a problem waiting to
happen you might ask?
Moving forward, if Gibraltar wants to attract
increased investment, for instance from the
BRIC countries, we will most certainly need
to address this challenge; this is something
the Government is acutely aware of and I am
sure they will seek to provide developers with
the confidence they need to start building. We
have a successful track record and investors
should be bullish and take what some might
argue is a calculated risk. More to come on
this front in the very near future!!!
Lending and the Banks….
The challenge also lies on the side of the
banks; one can’t help but get the jitters
when you hear the word bank nowadays,
from a personal point of view they have
been a godsend to us Estate Agents of
late, given that any time us agents get any
grief, we just use the words bank, debt and
credit in the same sentence and hey presto,
we become saints in a flash…;) Seriously
though, I personally think it is testament to
the strength of our economy and the due
diligence and attitude of lending practices in
Gibraltar that has resulted in there being NOT
ONE single (personal) repossession on the
market. I have had the pleasure of meeting
up with a few of our colleagues at NatWest
recently and it is so very encouraging to hear
their thoughts and views on how to further
improve on services and our communications
in order to improve the experience that all our
mutual clients deserve. However, whilst we
agree that from a local perspective we are
comfortable, the financial crisis means that
our retail bank headquarters (not based in
Gib) are applying a global strategy to lending
criteria which some argue is not relevant
to our own buoyant and robust economy.
It is therefore welcoming to hear the news
that one of the key initiatives that the new
Administration is embarking on is the setting
up of a local bank, which is a great initiative
and will hopefully lead to a more fluid lending
criteria, in retail and wholesale for both
commercial and residential projects.

three years ago, I believe that we have safely
seen off and managed these concerns to the
extent that our property market is now well
adjusted and generally priced accordingly,
allowing for a hardening of prices and a tilt
in the balance of demand and supply which
for some time had been tilted toward supply.
This may well lead to increased prices over
the next 18 months, particularly with no
high volume residential developments in the
pipeline.
To conclude, I will end my contribution with
an interesting anecdote and one which I
think perfectly represents us…………. I
had the privilege of dealing with two HNWI’s
both European nationals and both residing
in other finance centre jurisdictions, one in
Monaco and another in a Swiss canton and
coincidentally both relocating to Gibraltar.
I was keen to ask why they would want to
leave these two perfectly stunning locations
and move to Gib (not to say that Gib isn’t
stunning, but hey we are talking Monaco
and Verbier here); interestingly they both had
similar reasons for the move, driven largely by
political insecurity / uncertainty in Switzerland
and an artificial lifestyle with little culture or
community life in Monaco. Gibraltar, was
not just a fiscal choice, it had also become
a lifestyle choice which offered community
spirit oozing with cultural traits, real lives and
a focus on family spirit; essentially a safe
haven and a perfect location to reside in,
safe, comfortable, low key and well managed.
I sincerely hope that we are able to maintain
these fundamentals which I firmly believe are
part and parcel of our continued success in
attracting new business.
Louis Montegriffo, BMI

Where to next…?
So to summarize, I believe the market is stable
and we are in remarkably good shape. In my
view we have overcome what I considered our
greatest threat that being over supply and too
much speculation and having warned about
this and its potential to threaten the market
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TIME WELL SPENT:

HOW TO OPEN A BUSINESS BANK
ACCOUNT AND WHY IT’S NOT AS HARD
AS YOU MIGHT THINK
Deciding to set up your own
business can be an extremely
exciting, yet sometimes daunting
prospect. And launching your own
business requires more than just
a great idea. You need to consider
a series of key factors including
how you will best manage financial
matters. Firstly, you are going to
need a bank account. Opening
a bank account needn’t be a
daunting process. In reality, as long
as clients provide accurate and
complete information to the bank,
the process should go smoothly.
Here, Barclays in Gibraltar
addresses a couple of case studies
to dispel some of the myths that
exist around the process.
Please bear in mind that these are fictitious
cases which have been created in an attempt
to portray generic cases.
CASE STUDY 1:
The situation: A local trader seeks to
open a bank account.
Andy has a passion for all things electronic
and has finally decided to take the plunge
and open his dream shop, ‘Andy’s Gismos
and Gadgets. He has incorporated a company
and has his eye on a commercial unit just off
the busy high street which will be perfect.
Andy has a rough forecast of his income and
expenses on excel and he is confident that
his venture will be highly profitable, after all,
he’s a great salesman, he has everything
arranged with his supplier and he already
knows people that have shown an interest in
his products.
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His accountant has told him to open up a bank
account as soon as possible, so he went to
the bank where they gave him several forms
to fill in... But they’re asking for information
that he doesn’t think is relevant, some even
seems intrusive; source of wealth? Source of
funds? Estimated turnover?
Why do they need to know these things? All
Andy wants is a place to deposit his money;
he’s not asking them for a loan or overdraft!
Andy is also worried that he might answer
something incorrectly; ‘what if my estimated
turnover isn’t high enough for them?’ Andy
needs this bank account otherwise he
can’t trade and his dream lies in ruins...he
contemplates giving an ‘optimistic’ higher
estimate... ‘but what happens if I don’t make
that amount?’
The response:
When it comes to completing the bank
account application forms, it is important
to remember one thing: there are no wrong
answers! The Relationship Manger is there
to try and help, not hinder you. And the more
information you provide, the stronger your
application is likely to be, which will increase
your chances of having your request granted.
So give as much detail about yourself and
your business as you can.
The Barclays application form for those
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looking to open a business bank account is
completed electronically. These forms are
‘intelligent,’ meaning that the format will
change and generate different questions
depending on the initial information that is
supplied. This ensures that all the questions
are relevant to your requirements and that
time is only spent answering questions that
apply to you.
The form also generates a range of hints
and tips throughout the document, ensuring
it is filled out correctly. These pointers are
intended to make the form-filling process
easier and also to improve the chance of
having the application accepted. The more
information supplied, the less chance there is
of the application being rejected or the form
having to be filled in again. And so to this
end, the forms are intended to speed up the
application process.
The field in which the prospective client
supplies an address is fundamental. It is
important for all involved that the Relationship
Manager can contact the client and that any
documentation sent by post reaches them
safely.
All applicants filling in the account opening
form will be asked to identify their source of
wealth. In other words, where have the funds
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come from to enable you to establish the
business?
Why does a bank need to know this? By
seeking information on the nature or source
of the business’ income or wealth a firm is
able to ascertain the risk posed to it allowing
it to take appropriate steps to understand
and mitigate this risk. For example, if the
Relationship Manager sees in the application
that the client is using their own savings to
fund the business, (and this is supported by
documentary evidence that the account and
savings exist) this information may be used
to verify the source of wealth. By supplying
such supporting information, the client is
providing a further safety measure which
helps the Relationship Manager understand
the business proposition.
What other types of information would help
the Relationship Manager fully understand
what the client is trying to achieve? Someone
looking to start their own business could
present a business plan, for example, which
outlines their target market, proposed
premises location and the type of business
they wish to undertake. A client who already
has an established business and is looking to
open a new account may want to present a
series of audited accounts to their Relationship
Manager. The more information a Relationship
Manager has about a client’s business, the
better they are able to understand their needs
and ensure the client receives the correct
suite of services to help them achieve their
goal.
For many Relationship Managers, one of
the best aspects of their job is meeting with
prospective clients and where possible,
helping them meet their business objectives.
This means that often, they will arrange face
to face meetings to discuss applications and
processes, ensuring clients have a thorough
understanding of what is required of them
and the next steps. There are naturally certain
requirements to be met before an account
can be opened.
Once the forms have been completed and
returned to the Relationship Manager, he/she
will check they have been fully completed
and contain enough detail to enable them to
complete their due diligence checks to a level
which allows the bank to fully understand its
customers.
The motto at Barclays is simple: ‘We don’t
do business we don’t understand.’ And all
of the checks and requests for information

are conducted because they are in the
best interest of everyone involved: from the
Relationship Manager to the business as a
whole and most importantly, the client.

exact requirements of a clients business. In
order to give even greater control, clients can
also select who uses the system and allocate
all access and authority rights.

Once a business account has been opened,
clients will benefit from a number of services,
including ’Business call’, a telephone banking
service that’s dedicated to Barclays corporate
clients who have accounts based with the
bank in a number of jurisdictions, including
Gibraltar. It’s available from 8am to 5.30pm
Monday to Friday UK time, except on UK bank
holidays.

CASE STUDY 2:
The overseas start-up professional
seeking to open a bank account.

For no more than the cost of a telephone call
(charged at Local Rate) clients receive: An
expert corporate telephone banking service
which ensures confidentiality and security
and access to Corporate Banking and
treasury services.
Once registered for the service, clients will
gain access to a broad spectrum of corporate
services, including the option to view the
account, make a balance or transaction
enquiry and order a cheque book.
Barclays Online Banking is also available,
giving clients direct access to international
banking services, including multi-currency
payments, on demand. For no more than the
cost of a telephone call (charged at Local
Rate) clients will receive:
• Expert corporate telephone banking.
• Confidentiality and security.
• Access to Corporate Banking and treasury
services.
Barclays Online Banking provides clients
with complete control over their day-to-day
business banking requirements, allowing them
to make informed financial decisions quickly
and efficiently. Online banking ensures clients
have a range of Barclays banking services at
their fingertips. This means the client can:
• Spend less time on administration
• Benefit from easier international and multicurrency payments
• Enjoy greater control over their company
finances
Barclays Online Banking also gives clients an
up-to-the-minute picture of their company’s
finances. They can track the progress of their
transactions at any time, and download and
export information for automatic reconciliation
with their own accounting software. The
service can also be customised to meet the

Notes: A commonly seen case and growing
in numbers, a ‘modern’ approach to start-up
business.
Jim is a highly trained IT consultant with
many years experience working for top
multinationals in London. He decides that he
wants to re-locate to a warmer climate and
that Gibraltar is perfect; English speaking,
robust economy and gorgeous weather.
He buys a house in Spain only 20 minutes
from Gibraltar and incorporates ‘Omega
Solutions LTD’, a specialist IT consultancy
registered in Gibraltar.
He doesn’t need a commercial office, that’s
just an unnecessary expense; Jim often works
at the client sites and can do the rest from
home. Soon he has contracts for services
agreed with local firms and making use of his
previous contacts he also provides services
for UK firms... He now has an international
client base!... but, he needs a bank account.
Jim is pretty familiar with form filling and
dealing with banks and he just wants to
get this done asap so that he can crack on
with business. He’s concerned that banks
notoriously take a long, long time to open
accounts and he can’t understand why; ‘my
business is very straight forward and I’m not
doing anything dodgy!’.
He also doesn’t have a Gibraltar address
to provide, and is unsure whether this is a
problem or not. ‘Where does it say that a
business needs to have an office?’, ‘it’s a
modern, low cost way of doing things’... but
what do I put on the form?
Lastly, he’s heard on the grapevine that banks
aren’t opening accounts for new companies
that invoice internationally... ‘Surely not! They
can’t be that backwards can they? The rest
of the world is open for business’...will I be
turned down?
The response:
In today’s economic climate, many people
are seizing the opportunity to start their own
business, and in many cases, are working
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from home or acting as consultants.
Barclays is committed to helping local
businesses. It clearly differentiates between
local trading businesses registered locally
with a local presence and non-local trading
companies. It is not currently pursuing the
business with the latter group unless the
company can meet a minimum entry level
based on size of business or level of activity;
the relationship manager can provide further
detail upon request. Jim would contact the
relationship manager and would have a
discussion about his business and his future
plans. The Relationship manager would then
advise if he would be in a position to open an
account through the processes described in
the previous case study.

The key thing to remember when setting up
a business bank account is that the bank
is there to support you. They exist because
of their clients and without them and their
investments; they would cease to be.
Therefore, all of the processes are carried
out because they are in the best interests of
everyone with a focus on providing the best
possible service to the client.
A GUIDE TO OPENING A BUSINESS BANK
ACCOUNT WITH BARCLAYS IN GIBRALTAR
Your Relationship Manager will need to see
and make copies of the following documents
at your initial meeting to discuss opening your
bank account:
• Original or certified copy of Certificate of
Incorporation
• Trading name certificate if company will be

trading under a different name
• Particulars of Directors
• Share Certificates
• ID Documents
• Certified copy of address confirmation (ID
Card, Utility Bill (except mobile phones), Bank
or Credit Card Statements) within 3 months
of issue date
• Business Plan or Financial accounts if
the company has been trading for over 12
months;
• Detailed understanding is required on
nature of business activity and source &
generation of wealth – this information is to
be completed on the application form.

PRESS RELEASE:

STERLING & EURO ATMS IN GIBRALTAR’S BUSY SHOPPING AREAS
FOR INSTANT ACCESS AND ADDED CONVENIENCE
Raphaels Bank offer fast access to Sterling and Euros across the Rock
Leading foreign exchange specialist, Raphaels Bank announces the installation of
its first four multi-currency ATMs dispensing Sterling and Euros in Gibraltar. As a
member of the LINK, MasterCard and Visa ATM schemes, the new machines will
accept the majority of cards issued worldwide.
“This is a very exciting development for us” comments Beth Williams, Head of ATMs
at Raphaels Bank. “We believe the potential for dual currency ATMs is huge and to
have a presence in the key locations in Gibraltar means we can offer both locals and
travellers to the Rock fast and convenient access to both currencies.”
The Raphaels Bank ATMs are located at Ocean Village Express, Morrisons Supermarket,
the Royal Gibraltar Police Station and the GibOil Petrol Station – all prime locations in
Gibraltar, all dispense Sterling and Euros. Williams continued: “Locals using almost
every card issued can take advantage of the ATMs and will be able to access Euros
and Sterling whenever they want them - 24/7 rather than being limited to the usual
opening hours of Banks and other outlets for foreign currency. We have selected high
quality local partners to support us and are confident that with our wealth of experience
of providing multi-currency services at ATMs combined with local expertise we will
provide a valuable service to visitors and the local community.”
Raphaels Bank has been at the leading edge of currency dispensing ATMs since the launch of its first machines in the UK at Luton Airport in
2006. Since then the estate has been expanded to nearly 200 ATMs which are mainly located in travel gateway locations such as airports,
railway stations, shopping centres and busy high streets. The Bank is an issuing and acquiring member of Visa and MasterCard and is a
member of LINK interchange network.
Ends September 2012
Notes to editors:
Raphaels Bank is a long established independent banking house in the UK, founded in 1787. The Bank is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Services Authority. The
Bank offers a range of financial products for private and business customers including current accounts, loans, foreign exchange, and fixed rate bonds. It has a specialist FX team
dealing with the foreign exchange needs of businesses and private clients to transfer money internationally. Raphaels Bank is a leading player in the prepaid card market and acts
as a principal to issue such cards on behalf of institutions issuing prepaid programmes in the UK and 9 other European countries.
www.raphaelsbank.com
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The GFSB presents what promises to be

THE ROCK’S COOKING

REVOLUTION
We are looking for willing participants for a cooking competition
to be filmed over 6 shows, which will be
filmed in January/February next year.

Prizes to be confirmed.
SIGN UP by contacting 00350 20047722 or gfsb@gfsb.gi
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Ghosts in the

MACHINE
If you look up the word “otiose” in Dictionary.
com it provides, together with the definition, a
helpful sample sentence which reads: “Alas,
it would be equally otiose to look for legislation
to change corporate governance.”
Without doubt, this is true. One cannot change
human behaviour simply by legislating for it
and effective corporate governance is more
than anything else, about behaviour. A Chief
Executive who does not consult or listen to
his colleagues will not change his approach
at the sweep of a legislator’s pen. A lazy
chairman will not suddenly become a hive
of activity because his duties are cast in
statute.
In the last edition of In Touch I spoke of the
importance of corporate governance and
particularly the role of the non executive
directors. I spoke of Gibraltar becoming
a centre of excellence for good corporate
governance. I said that one way was via
changes to company law along the lines of the
UK Companies Act 2006 but only if supported
by a range of other things, including board
diversity. By itself legislative change will be,
at best, cosmetic.
I will cover the use of legislative changes, when
accompanied by an effective enforcement
mechanism, in my next article.
In this article I would like to go beyond the rules
and indeed the principles of good corporate
governance to look at what threatens even
the best run boardroom, regardless of the
size of the company concerned. These are
the hidden biases that undermine otherwise
rational judgements and opinions. These are
the ghosts in the machine.
The biases that follow are ghosts because
they are hardwired into all our brains. In
primitive situations they can be valuable tools
for survival. however in the modern world
and for today’s decision making they cause
errors, sometimes fatal ones.
I covered one, “group think” in my previous
article. Here are some other key ones
The first is referred to as “confirmation
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bias”. This is the human
tendency to accept what
confirms our beliefs and
reject those which do not
does not (if they did not
“Yes Men” would lose
their role in life). Boards,
Chief executives and
other decision makers
must be aware of this
and the danger of it. It
can destroy a company.
The confirmation bias
displayed in respect
of the Titanic and its
description as virtually unsinkable led to
warnings not being heeded that were obvious
in hindsight.
Confirmation bias can be personal. A
preformed opinion (either positive or
negative) of an individual’s performance can
be easily but erroneously validated by simple
misunderstandings. Occasionally the bias is
so strong that corrections are ignored. This
can be even further exacerbated by emotion.
It is more difficult to value the work of a fellow
board member one dislikes than one with
whom you have a good relationship.
There are a number of reasons for this.
The first is we tend (albeit subconsciously)
to decide what we want to do before why
we want to do it (premature solution bias).
The second is our inclination to be more
attracted to experiences that make us feel
good rather than experiences that make us
feel uncomfortable. Hence we don’t like our
preconceptions to be challenged.
Boards can do certain things to avoid
confirmation bias: including avoiding
accepting supporting evidence without
question and looking for counter arguments.
Boards should also critically examine whether
they are gathering information to help them
make the choice, or simply to confirm what
they already believe. Might we, the board, or
the Chief Executive actually be wrong in our
belief?
“Framing” is another ghost. In order for a
decision to be made, a question has to be put.
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Therefore the way in which that question or
problem is framed can profoundly influence
the subsequent choices we make. People
tend to accept the frame they are given; they
seldom stop to reframe it in their own words.
A good example of this is the manner in
which opinion polls were (and sometimes still
are) conducted. A series of positive questions
about the policies of a political party (the
frame) which is then followed by a question
about support for the party itself is far more
likely to elicit a positive response.
Edward Russo and Paul Shoemaker put
the power of framing perfectly via a story.
A Jesuit and a Franciscan were seeking
permission from their superiors to be allowed
to smoke while they prayed. The Jesuit asked
whether it was acceptable for him to smoke
while he prayed. His request was denied. The
Franciscan asked the question a different
way: “In moments of human weakness when
I smoke, may I also pray?” The answer was,
naturally, different.
The next ghost is “Pattern recognition bias”.
Humans have a predisposed tendency to
seek patterns in what is actually random
(for example gambling). Boards can do the
same with management information, seeing
patterns and trends where, there are none.
Similarly they seek to extrapolate future
events by the similarity of patterns in the
past. “We had a downturn like this in 2006
but we picked up in the third quarter”, may be
insightful or it may simply be a meaningless
similarity.
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“Saliency bias” is the tendency humans have
to worry about dramatic things rather than to
objectively evaluate the odds. An example of
this is a person arguing about the risks of a
large meteorite hitting the Earth whilst they
themselves are smoking. The mundane but
much greater risk is overshadowed by the
far more dramatic but infinitely less probable
one. This type of bias can undermine a
board’s risk management process.
“Stability bias” primarily concerns a human
tendency to believe their memories remain
complete and accurate even after the passage
of time. Insufficient consideration may be
given to not only simply forgetting but also
that memories can be altered by subsequent
events and the views of others. A variant
of this is the belief, particularly by some
experienced board members that they “know
enough” and would not benefit from further
learning or even refresher learning. Many
professions have recognised this (and the fact
we live in a rapidly changing environment)
and require considerable, annual, continuing
professional development.

“Sunflower management“ concerns the
asymmetry of power, even within a board.
Such power may or may not be real. It may
simply be the dominance of a particular
character. However, the result is similar,
namely a tendency for the junior employee
or board member to ignore his or her own
information and instead attempt to confirm
the superior’s prior belief.
The final one I want to cover is “sunken
investment bias”. If one has invested in a
project and those costs are now irrecoverable,
they are irrelevant to future decision making.
The costs are the same regardless of whether
one continues on the same path or chooses
a new one. Yet often they form a big part of
a board’s decision making process as future
costs and benefits. Think about it in your own
personal life. All other things being equal, are
you more likely to go to a performance when
you have paid £50 for a ticket or £5?

They are not a result of bias on the grounds
of race, religion or gender yet they cause
rational decision making to flounder, whilst,
at the same time appearing to the decision
taker as still being rational.
It is impossible to eliminate these ghosts from
all the board’s decision making but, at least
in recognising them, they are less pervasive
and less persuasive. To accept as a board,
and even more so as an individual, that your
decisions may not be as rationale as you
think, is a hard, indeed a brave act. A board
must be self confident if it is to be self critical.
That is one area of corporate governance
where size certainly does not matter.
Author: Marcus Killick

I refer to the above as ghosts in the machine
in that they are subconscious and affect
decision making without us being aware.

RENTAL OF BOARDROOM/CONFERENCE
TRAINING FACILITIES: TO MEMBERS

£45 for half day
£75 for a full day
Tea/ Coffee w i l l be pr ovi ded.

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and
improve our training facilities for our members.
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PRESS RELEASE:

Baker Tilly Gibraltar is pleased to
announce the appointment of Dale
Cruz as a Director of Baker Tilly
(Gibraltar) Limited and a partner
within the BT Gibraltar Group.
“It is particularly pleasing to see a very talented
young man like Dale progress within the firm
to the highest echelons.” – commented Jose
Julio Pisharello, Chairman of the Board. “As
a professional services firm our people are
our most valuable asset and Dale epitomises
the high professional standards and technical
abilities we want our people to achieve. His
qualities have been recognised and we know
he will be a valuable addition to the Board.”
After graduating from the University of Kent at Canterbury, Dale went on to train as a Chartered Accountant in the City of London, qualifying
in 2003. Since returning to Gibraltar, Dale has been involved in audit and assurance services for both local and international clients. He has
mainly worked in financial services, specialising in the insurance industry where he has been instrumental in growing the firm’s portfolio in this
area. Dale was promoted to senior manager of the audit department in 2010 and his commitment and dedication have led to his promotion
as from July 2012.
Dale is also an active member of the Gibraltar Society of Accountants. He is currently a member of the audit faculty and is a former Secretary
and Treasurer. In accepting Dale said:
“This achievement represents an important milestone in my career but by no means represents the end of my journey. I am thrilled and hugely
enthusiastic about the future in my new role. I would like to thank the directors and colleagues for all their support and friendship over the
years but more importantly my family for their continued support throughout.”
Baker Tilly Gibraltar is also pleased to announce that Selvan Soobiah has been appointed to the Board of Directors of BT Corporate Services
Limited, Fiduciary arm of the Firm. Educated at Epsom College and a graduate from Kingston University School of Law, Selvan trained as
a solicitor at Chester. After qualifying in 1984, he worked in Industry with an international bank in London before re-locating to Gibraltar in
1990. Selvan is a member of STEP and since 2007 he has been the manager of the Fiduciary Services Department, providing advice on asset
protection and the establishment of company and trust structures.
Ian Collinson, Managing Director of the firm said:
“The repositioning of Gibraltar as an on-shore financial centre, together with the changes to the tax regime, has resulted in increased interest
in the use of Gibraltar structures. This side of the business is undertaken by BT Corporate Services Ltd and we are pleased to announce the
strengthening of our team of directors by the promotion of Selvan, who adds additional specialist expertise in this area.”
Selvan Commented: “I am very pleased to accept the appointment. This underlines my continued commitment to the firm and our efforts in
promoting and developing Gibraltar as a flourishing and reputable international business centre.”
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“Our reputation is built on the quality of our
products and our solid technical and after sales
support. NatWest has always shared our focus
on excellent customer service.“
Stephen Dalmedo, Hammonds Limited

At NatWest, we’re committed to helping
and supporting local businesses. That’s
why every one of our business and
commercial customers benefits from
a local dedicated, professional and
experienced Relationship Manager. Their
role is to gain a genuine understanding
of your business and identify the right
solutions to suit your needs.

We are proud to have supported Stephen and his business for
over seven years and look forward to continuing to support
him for many years to come.
To see how we can help you, please visit
www.natwestinternational.com/business or call:
John Treacy,
Senior Relationship Director, Gibraltar
T: 00350 200 59041
E: john.treacy@rbsint.com

Helpful Banking
The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited trading as NatWest (NatWest). Registered Office: P.O. Box 64, Royal Bank House, 71 Bath Street, St. Helier, Jersey JE4 8PJ. Regulated by the Jersey
Financial Services Commission. Business address: PO Box 11, 16 Library Place, St Helier, Jersey, JE4 8NH. NatWest is the registered business name of The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited under
the Business Names Registration Act. Gibraltar business address: National Westminster House, PO Box 707, 57 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar. Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Commission,
Gibraltar to undertake Banking and Investment Business from 57 and 55 Line Wall Road and 1 Corral Road, Gibraltar. Our services are not offered to any person in any jurisdiction where their advertisement,25
M ibenrecorded.
d i n gInternet
G i be-mails
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t anotr ’necessarily
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s
offer or sale is restricted or prohibited by law or regulation or where we are not appropriately licensed. Calls may
might be intercepted,
lost or destroyed. Please do not e-mail any account or other confidential information.
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A new law firm in Gibraltar
I set up the Gibraltar office of
Spring Law 18 months ago having
worked in Gibraltar as a solicitor
for over 16 years now. I arrived in
October 1995 as a newly qualified
UK solicitor and was admitted by
the Gibraltar Supreme Court on
2 December 1996. Since then a
great deal has changed. We have
been through a major overhaul
of the tax regime, the financial
services sector has grown with
the introduction of passporting
and the online gaming industry
has firmly taken root in Gibraltar
and is now the largest employer
in the private sector. However,
one sector that has not changed
a great deal over the years is the
legal industry with the exception of
the number of lawyers in Gibraltar
which continues to grow!
I made a decision to set up in private practice
in 2010. I was looking for a unique selling
point. As my old firm, Denton Wilde Sapte
no longer had an office in Gibraltar the
possibility of setting up an office linked to
a London law firm was very interesting to
me. I was fortunate to have a close friend
who had set up Spring Law in London 10
years ago. We had previously discussed the
possibility of working together. We renewed
our discussions and reached an agreement
to set up a Spring Law office in Gibraltar.
This was a great opportunity and helped
me focus my mind on starting up. The first
thing to do was to prepare a business plan
which is essential for any new business and
particularly if bank finance is required. I also
prepared a detailed action plan listing all of the
items that would need to be dealt with which
covered 30 plus points from the substantive
issues such as office space, regulatory and
business registration requirements to the less
significant matters such as arranging utilities,
telephone, email etc which are still critical for
any new start up.
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The first issue to consider concerned the
legal form for the law firm. There is not the
same flexibility in Gibraltar as there is in the
UK. In the UK the law was changed in 1992
so that a law firm may be operated through
an incorporated practice under the Solicitors
Incorporated Practice Rules 1988 which
was implemented by virtue of section 9 of
the UK Administration of Justice Act 1985
and an amendment to the UK Solicitors Act
1974. Since then there have been many
developments and legislative change in the
UK with the possibility of practising as a
“recognised body” which may be a limited
company, a limited liability partnership or
some other corporate form. This provides
some protection from liability for the solicitors
involved subject to strict conditions. The legal
position in Gibraltar has not however changed
which means that it is still not possible to
operate a law firm through an incorporated
practise. It is therefore necessary to practice
as a sole practitioner or in partnership with
others. In Gibraltar it is quite common for
groups of barristers to work together in
“Chambers” on a self employed basis which
seems to me to be more of a hybrid model
if the lawyer in question is in fact operating
as a solicitor, and not a barrister. This is
permissible in Gibraltar as we have a fused
profession. It is an interesting question
whether self employed barristers working for
larger firms are in fact employed solicitors
with better protection under local employment
legislation.
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Given the limitations on the legal form I had
to find a solution to work with Spring Law
UK which is a limited liability company. The
answer to this problem was for me to operate
as a sole practitioner with a contractual
arrangement in place with Spring Law which
sets out the terms upon which we can do
business together, and provides a framework
to develop the Spring Law brand in Gibraltar.
Therefore, having found a workable solution
to the first and most important consideration
it was then necessary to deal with a number
of other important requirements to set up the
business. I will briefly list some of the issues
that had to be dealt with which most small
businesses will be familiar with:
• Registration with the Employment Services
under the Business Trades and Professions
(Registration) Act.
• Registration of the business name “Spring
Law” at Companies House under the Business
Names (Registration) Act.
• Registration with the Income Tax Office.
• Application to the Supreme Court for a
Practising Certificate under the Solicitors’
(Practising Certificate) Rules which requires
all practising solicitors and barristers to have
professional indemnity insurance in place
and to carry out an audit of client funds held
in a client account to ensure compliance with
the Solicitors’ Accounts Rules.
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Interestingly (for me at least!) I set up my
new law firm shortly after the introduction
of the new Income Tax Act, and therefore I
had to prepare accounts from my start date
(24 January 2011) to the end of the Gibraltar
tax year (being 30 June). Under the new
regime my firm’s tax return had to be filed
before 30 November 2011 with any tax due
being paid with the submission of my firm’s
tax return. However, more significantly for a
new business the tax liability for this period
formed the basis of estimating my firm’s tax
liability for the next tax year with payments
on account being due on 30 December 2011
and 30 June 2012. It is important to bear in
mind the new regime as it has the possibility
of causing cash flow difficulties which may be
problematic at the early stages.
On the tax side there is another important
consideration given the geographical location
of Gibraltar for those who operate a business
in Gibraltar but live in Spain. Although the
business may take place (and therefore
be taxable in Gibraltar) if the sole trader is
resident in Spain he or she would have to file
a tax return in Spain as well. In fact there is
a three limb test to tax residence in Spain as
follows.
1. When the taxpayer is physically in Spain
for more than 183 days in the tax /calendar
year.
2. When the taxpayer’s centre of economic
interests is based in Spain i.e. his main
source of income arises here.
3. When the taxpayer’s centre of vital
interests is based in Spain i.e. his social
affairs (including his family) are based in
Spain. In particular the Income Tax Law (Ley
de Impuesto sobre la Renta de las Personas
Fisicas) art. 9 states that “unless it can be
proven to the contrary, it is assumed that the
taxpayer has his habitual residence in Spain,
when his spouse, from which he is not legally
separated, and his minor children who are
dependant, habitually reside in Spain”.
Many fall foul of the third limb. In such
circumstances it is risky not file a tax return
in Spain as there is clear evidence of tax
residence if children are being schooled in
Spain. However, Spain gives unilateral relief
for tax paid in Gibraltar. Historically Gibraltar’s
average income tax rates have been higher
than average Spanish rates, so cross-border
workers resident in Spain sometimes find that
they pay little or no extra tax in Spain although
this would very much depend on individual

circumstances, and tax rates are falling in
Gibraltar so the position may change. Where
the individual concerned is on a special tax
rate in Gibraltar but is in fact resident in Spain
extra tax would be payable in Spain but that
is another topic of discussion. An important
point to note is that there does not currently
appear to be unilateral relief for tax paid in
Spain in Gibraltar. There are also practical
complications which arise because the
tax year in Spain is the calendar year and
is therefore out of sync with the Gibraltar
tax year. This means that an extra set of
accounts may be required and this places an
administrative burden on a small business.
I have covered some of my initial thoughts on
the form of the business and some of the tax
considerations. It is also useful to comment
on some of the issues that you have to deal
with running a new law business. Keeping
financial records is obviously critical. There
is an extra consideration for lawyers. If
solicitors (and barristers) hold client money in
a separate bank account you need to comply
with the Solicitors’ Accounts Rules. It is vital
to ensure that your client accounts are up to
date so that you can account to your client
for any funds held on the client’s behalf on
request at any time and therefore systems
must be in place to manage the accounting
requirements to comply with the professional
obligations imposed on lawyers.
Obviously there are other considerations.
Despite all the hard work that goes into
and setting up and running your own small
business whether it is a law firm or a business
in another sector in my experience it is still
very rewarding. If you are your own boss
there is certainly more flexibility, and there
is a direct link between your efforts and the
financial reward for providing good bespoke
service to your clients but this comes from
the willingness to work hard to develop the
business.
At its core developing a law firm is mainly
about client acquisition, and there are
not hard and fast rules as to how best to
achieve this. Although still evolving I have
adopted some fairly standard methods which
include advertising in directories and local
media, writing articles alone or with others,
networking at conferences and other events.
In the more modern ecommerce environment
it is also important to consider social media
and I have been looking at the effectiveness of
using a website that is optimised for my work
in Gibraltar and is enhanced by connecting

with social media such as LinkedIn and
Twitter. The basics to set up an account are
relatively straightforward but to use these
tools effectively involves a great deal of skill
and ongoing effort. It is clear to me that input
is required from professionals to make the
most of this exciting new medium.
Finally a word on the professional regulation
of lawyers in Gibraltar. As matters stand
lawyers in Gibraltar are regulated under the
Supreme Court Act. This provides that there
are certain defined activities which can only
be carried out by an enrolled barrister or
solicitor for a fee otherwise a criminal offence
is committed. The Supreme Court Act also
provides that the UK rules prescribes by the
Bar Council relating to Barristers and by the
Law Society relating to solicitors shall apply in
Gibraltar. The provision relating to solicitors
is now out of date as solicitors in the UK are
now regulated by the Solicitors Regulation
Authority (SRA) and not the Law Society.
However in the absence of any guidance
to contrary from the Chief Justice common
sense must prevail and the SRA professional
rules of conduct governing the conduct of
solicitors must apply. The Gibraltar Bar
Council has been working with Government
to introduce specific rules for Gibraltar
together with mandatory membership of the
Bar Council and a new Lawyers Regulatory
Authority to regulate the Gibraltar legal
industry. However it remains to be seen
whether a jurisdiction the size of Gibraltar
can afford such a regime. In the meantime
the Chief Justice has the powers to discipline
lawyers and his powers are delegated to the
Admissions and Disciplinary Committee who
have a statutory role under the Barristers and
Solicitors Rules.
For further information please contact:
Chris Keightley-Pugh (Solicitor)

PO Box 1494 Suite 3 1st Floor Ellicott House
No 1 Town Range Gibraltar
t: +350 20064001
f: +350 20064002
e: chris.keightleypugh@springlaw.co.uk
w: www.springlaw.co.uk
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Are you up to date on

data protection issues?
This short article is designed to
provide a general overview of
data protection law as it applies
in Gibraltar. Its aim is to help
businesses determine whether or
not they are in compliance with the
requirements of our legislation.
I have heard about it, but what is Data
Protection?
‘Data protection’ refers to the EU driven body
of legislation designed to impose standards
on entities and/or individuals who collect and
control the use of data relating to persons
(“Data Controllers”). In Gibraltar this legislation
is contained in the Data Protection Act (the
“Act”). The main purpose of the legislation is
to protect an individual’s basic human right
to privacy under the European Convention of
Human Rights. The Act deals, in particular,
with the manner in which data is collected,
used and distributed.
So what does ‘data’ cover?
It should be noted from the outset that data
protection laws only apply to real persons.
They do not apply to legal persons such as
companies.
The legislation provides for a very wide
definition of what constitutes personal data. It
may include the following non-exhaustive list
of things:
1. Personal details (e.g. name, age);
2. Family and lifestyle details;
3. Details about a person’s education and
training (often included in c.v.’s)
4. Medical details;
5. Employment details;
6. Financial details; and
7. Contractual details.
According to the ‘Article 29 Working Party’ (a
body set up under Article 29 of the European
Union Directive 95/46/EC on the concept of
personal data (the “Directive”)) information is
data for the purposes of the data protection
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legislation if either it is given about a
particular person, if it will be used to evaluate
the behaviour of a person or if the use of the
data is likely to have an impact on a person’s
rights and interests. Furthermore, it was also
made clear that information may relate to an
individual even if it does not focus on that
individual.
This very broad definition of ‘data’ in
practice means that almost any collection of
information kept by a local business about a
person is likely to come within the scope of
the data protection legislation.
It should also be noted that the legislation
not only applies to the collection and holding
of data, but also to the ‘processing’ of data
generally. ‘Processing’ is also very broadly
defined and includes, but is not limited to,
the collection, recording, organising, storing,
altering, retrieving, disclosing, combining,
blocking, erasing and destruction of data. This
in effect means that most activities involving
personal data fall within the scope of the Act.
How do I know whether these data
protection laws apply to me?
Given the wide definitions of the words ‘data’
and ‘processing’, it is likely that at some stage
most businesses in Gibraltar will be holding
personal data falling within the remit of the
Act and will therefore be considered “Data
Controllers”. If a business has a database,
filing system, records or notes containing any
sort of information about an individual this will
fall within the scope of this legislation, e.g.
holding very basic information about clients
or employees, including names, addresses
or telephone numbers. Even the use of CCTV,
electronic cookies and advertising by e-mail
fall within the remit of data protection and
will oblige a business to comply with the
principles of the Act.
I think I may be a Data Controller. What is
expected of me?
The Act requires Data Controllers to comply
with the basic principles of data protection
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when dealing with personal information in
their possession. These principles oblige a
data controller:
1. to process data fairly and lawfully;
2. to collect data only for specified,
explicit and legitimate purposes;
3. not to further process collected data
in any manner incompatible with the
purposes for which it was collected;
4. to collect and store data in an
adequate, relevant and non-excessive
manner having regard to the purposes
for which it was collected;
5. to ensure the accuracy of the data
held and to keep it up to date and
to erase or rectify all inaccurate or
incomplete data; and
6. not to keep data for longer than is
necessary for the purposes for which it
was collected.
Apart form these principles a Data Controller
must be able to justify the processing of the
information it is collecting by complying with
one of the criteria stipulated specifically in the
Act for making data processing legitimate.
There are various ways in which this can
occur. The easiest and often simplest way to
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justify the collection of data is by obtaining
the consent of the person in respect of whom
data is being collected (the “Data Subject”).
According to the Directive, such confirmation
must be “freely given, specific and informed”.
Sometimes the justification is implied;
e.g. where it is necessary for entering or
performing a contract with the Data Subject.
It is also worth noting that certain types of
data are considered sensitive personal data;
e.g. data relating to religious beliefs, sex life,
political inclinations, racial origin and even
trade union ownership to name but a few.
The processing of this type of data is more
difficult to justify.
A Data Controller must also ensure that the
processing of data is kept confidential. The
knowing or reckless disclosure of data is
illegal and any Data Controller doing so is
guilty of an offence.
Is there anything else I should be aware
of?
The Directive and the Act give certain rights to
data subjects. One of the fundamental rights
of a Data Subject is the ability to request
from a Data Controller any information held
about him/her. This is commonly known as
a “subject access request”. If a request of
this type is made by a Data Subject to a Data
Controller then the latter must, irrespective of
the justification for processing the data and
regardless of whether the data is collected
directly form the Data Subject or another
source, provide the Data Subject with at least
the following information:
1. a description of the purpose or
purposes of the processing;
2. a description of the categories of data
being processed by or on behalf of the
Data Controller;
3. a description of the recipients or
categories of recipients to whom the
data are disclosed;
4. information constituting any personal
data regarding the data subject; and
5. information known or available to the
Data Controller as to the source of that
personal data;
Under the Act, a Data Controller must reply
with a request of this nature within 28 days
and may normally only charge the data
subject a maximum of £10 to produce the

information requested.
Other important Data Subject rights which
businesses in particular should heed include
the right to object to the processing of data
for direct marketing purposes and the right of
an individual not to be subject to a decision
based solely on the automated processing of
data intended to evaluate certain personal
matters e.g. performance at work and
conduct.
What happens if I do not comply with the
requirements of the Act?
First and foremost, it is an offence not to
comply with the majority of these requirements
and the Data Protection Commissioner
(the “Commissioner”) has powers to bring
proceedings against non-compliant Data
Controllers.
Secondly, and equally as important, the
legislation also gives the Commissioner very
wide powers to award unlimited amounts
of compensation to be paid by defaulting
Data Controllers to Data Subjects who
have suffered damage as a result of any
contravention by said Data Controller of its
requirements under the Act.
The Data Protection Commissioner also
has the power to issue to a Data Controller
an Enforcement Notice, requiring the Data
Controller to comply with the requirements
of the Act, or an Information Notice, requiring
the Data Controller to give, in writing, any
information requested by the Commissioner.
Failure to comply with ether of these notices
is also an offence.
What should I do if I think I may be noncompliant with the Act?
The first thing any business must ensure is
that they comply with one of the most basic
and simple requirements of the Act. Under
the Act all Data Controllers are required
to register with the Gibraltar Regulatory
Authority before they commence processing
data. The registration process is a very simple
and straightforward one which only costs
£20 and can be done online at www.gra.gi.
Failure to register is an offence.

however, since the Data Controller must first
ensure they understand and know how to fulfil
the requirements as set out in the Act. This
can be difficult as, from a Data Controller’s
perspective, the Act is unfortunately drafted
in an ambiguous manner which leaves
room for interpretation. Businesses should
therefore take care when conducting such an
exercise.
Finally, businesses may want to bear in mind
their requirements under the Act before they
commence the collection or processing of
data. More often than not the need to comply
with their data protection requirements
is an afterthought. If these requirements
were considered at the initial stages of any
activity which they undertake whereby they
process personal data then compliance
with the requirements of the Act may not be
burdensome.
Francis Muscat
Francis has been part of Hassans’ Corporate and
Commercial Department for almost five years. Francis
deals mainly with international corporate transactions with
an underlying emphasis on re-financing and acquisitions
of commercial property. He also regularly advises on a
broad range of Gibraltar corporate law issues including
the establishment of corporate structures.
At a more local level Francis has experience with the
sale and purchase of various local businesses, from the
carrying out of due diligence exercises to the drafting
of sale and purchases documentation and advising on
various ownership and managerial issues. He is a part of
Hassans’ Business Advisory Unit.
Francis has worked on several data protection matters,
including advising organisations on compliance with both
local and European data protection legislation as well as
assisting individuals with access requests for personal
data held by third party data controllers. He also recently
had the exclusive opportunity to undertake a secondment
with the Gibraltar Regulatory Authority’s Data Protection
Division and obtained first-hand experience working for
the Data Protection Commissioner. He has therefore been
able to develop a unique insight into how data protection
legislation is applied and enforced in Gibraltar.

Businesses may also want to review the
amount and type of data that they may
be currently collecting, the reasons for
collecting this data and the manner in which
they process the same. This can be a more
challenging task than it may first appear,
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Court- Is there an
alternative?

By Rafael Bitan

Throughout history, disputes
between two parties were resolved
by presenting the dispute to a
third party for adjudication. After
hearing both sides of the dispute,
the third party would then issue a
ruling based on an established and
accepted code of law. Today, this is
known as the Judicial system. This
process seeks to champion justice
by utilising the law to decide which
party is right and which is wrong.
In most cases, only one winner
emerges.

loses. There is however a third alternativeone that moves beyond what either party is
thinking to a higher and better place of mutual
understanding and goodwill; one which seeks
to accommodate the needs and interests of
each respective party so that both emerge as
winners or at the very least, not as losers.
The underlying premise of mediation is
that the parties themselves are capable
of accessing this third alternative thereby
creating their own solution to the conflict.
By encouraging the parties to visualise their
conflict as a shared problem the mediator can
shift their position from adversarial to one of
collaboration. Facing the problem together
they now have the chance to build, rather
than destroy, a relationship.

No doubt, the benefits of this process are
numerous. The mere fact that justice prevails
is itself a significant badge of honour. However,
is this the only route available to those in
dispute? Is there a way that disputants can
avoid this win/lose scenario? What about
the future of the relationship between the
disputants – is this now damaged beyond
repair?

Although, no doubt this inevitably involves both
sides making concessions on their original
positions, that is not to say that mediation
is simply a process of making compromise.
Were this to be true mediation would do little
for the future of the relationship. In order to
preserve the relationship for the future and
possibly even to build it, a more complex
and fundamental process is necessary- one
which seeks to explore the core interests and
The last decade, has seen a strong
needs of each party as a prerequisite to any
movement towards what has become known
resolution.
as Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR).
Although this term encompasses a number
Resolving conflict is all about building bridges
of different methods it has become almost
between individuals to develop a better and
synonymous with Mediation and therefore it
deeper understanding of the needs and
is this particular method that this article will
interests of one another. Mediation sets the
focus on.
ideal platform for this to take place. It provides
a neutral and private setting enabling the
Put simply, mediation is a process whereby a
parties to air their respective sides of the
neutral third party facilitates communication
dispute on a ‘without prejudice’ basis thereby
between the two parties in dispute in order
not affecting their legal position should the
to reach a solution. Statistics show that since
dispute end up going to court.
its inception success rates have consistently
remained upward of 80% of cases mediated.
In a typical mediation, after an initial meeting
What is the secret of its success?
with both parties, the mediator meets
the parties individually to listen actively
Conflict is a clash of two options. Parties in
and explore the dispute impartially and
dispute view themselves as adversaries at
confidentially. Nothing discussed in these
opposite ends with two diametrically opposed
meetings is revealed to the other party unless
opinions of what the outcome of the dispute
express permission has been granted. Using
should be. From this position solutions are
listening and empathetic skills, the mediator
limited to where one party wins and the other
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creates an atmosphere where anger and
antagonism are effectively disarmed clearing
the way for constructive negotiation.
The benefits of mediation are manifold. Aside
from the obvious savings in time, energy,
money and stress that inevitably accompany
lengthy litigation, mediation allows
relationships which have been jeopardised
by the ongoing conflict to be rebuilt and
strengthened. Furthermore, mediation allows
one to explore issues that go beyond, those,
conventional methods of arbitration may
consider. Often, the mutual understanding
gained through mediation opens the door to
greater opportunities.
Perhaps its strongest selling point is the fact
that the entire process is ‘without prejudice’
and is completely private and confidential
avoiding unwelcome negative publicity.
The process is entirely voluntary and not
legally binding until the point of agreement. At
any point during the course of the mediation
any party may withdraw and cannot have a
settlement imposed upon them. In addition,
a settlement reached through mediation does
not provide a precedent for similar disputes
in the future.
This begs the question- Is mediation the
one stop address for all disputes? Certainly
not all cases arrive at a settlement through
mediation; however that is not to say that all
cases would not benefit somewhat form the
process. This is because even if a settlement
is not reached the process still serves to
provide greater clarity on the matters in
dispute.
No doubt, there are those who cherish
their ‘day in court’ and will not relinquish
that dream for anything. However for the
vast majority who place higher value on
resolution mediation is something worth
considering.
Rafael Bitan is the founder of Gesharim
Conflict Resolution Services providing
independent mediation services for
businesses and families. www.gesharim.com
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Let’s step up to the plate
As someone who began her career
in Human Resources by managing
and implementing government
vocational solutions, Veronica
Glover has shown a great interest
in the recent developments in
Gibraltar’s strategies to address
unemployment.
This is what she has to say:
I have over the years seen so many ‘schemes’
developed, some come and go or reinvented
under different titles, albeit perhaps slightly
less bureaucratic. The good old ‘YTS’ and
‘Modern Apprenticeship’ schemes in the UK
come to mind. Whatever scheme is developed
it would never suit everyone’s interpretation
and there will always be those who foresee
the failure of whatever the Government and
others attempt to deliver, after much research,
care and determination.
As Mr Bossano pointed out in the February
afternoon session of the Gibraltar proceedings,
“Well, look, if nobody ever gives them (the
unemployed) an opportunity to be in a work
environment, to pay them and to place
them somewhere, the experience will never
come”.

individuals, depending on their relationship
to the labour market. Are our current policies
more aligned to the development of knowledge
and skills rather than realising the increased
attention employers are paying to the softer
attitudinal skills in selecting employees?
The Government are encouraging the private
sector to recruit local employees where
possible and therefore keep the already
low unemployment figures. However, they
can only achieve this if they deal with the
perception in particular by internationallyowned businesses, that although there is a
good standard of job applications arriving
on desks daily, there is scope to help others
with the deployment and presentation of their
personal qualities.
The challenge for our businesses
The introduction of the Future Job Strategy,
and lessons learned from the VTS scheme is
an encouraging way forward to tie together
the needs of employers and those seeing
employment. However, I am sure this is
only the start as much will need to be done
for this to become actively effective and
straightforward.

The strategies most certainly encourage
employers to be involved in the drive to
improve employment figures. However, as
Mr Picardo highlights in his article [In touch,
The bottom line is we all have a part to play, Sprint 2012], “Business is the grist to the mill
the people themselves, businesses and the of the Gibraltar economy. It shouldn’t be the
Government.
Government that is the driver for economic
growth”. “Government should be there as
The challenge for those seeking to obtain a facilitator for business to attract inward
and retain employment
investment…”
The CIPD [Chartered Institute for Personnel
Development] defines employability in For employers the priorities might be to help
simple terms. Employability is about being key groups of staff to develop their assets
capable of getting and keeping fulfilling work. which have explicit, immediate value to the
More comprehensively, employability is the organisation as well as those transferable
capability to move self-sufficiently within the ones which have a wider, longer term
labour market to realise potential through currency, thereby engendering a sense of
sustainable employment. For the individual, security, commitment and flexibility among
employability depends on the knowledge, skills employees. There has already been some
and attitudes they possess, the way they use very good evidence we can learn from across
those assets and present them to employers Gibraltar; the Trader Apprenticeship Scheme
and the context (e.g. personal circumstances delivered by BetClic Everest Group along with
and labour market environment) within which the GibTelecom’s Apprenticeship scheme now
they seek work.
into its fourth year are a couple of examples.
The balance of importance between and
within each element will vary for groups of
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However, there is much more, our internal
Human Resource Capital processes within our
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businesses can closer align the importance of
supporting this important inter-relationship.
Are our internal communication and people
strategies accurately aligned to what we need
and not tense or bureaucratic processes our
people fail to listen or adhere to? Are we
doing enough once we recruit an individual
and provide their initial training, performance
management, coaching and development
during those critical first three months? Are
we doing enough to retain and reward our
people longer term and achieve the return on
investment, whether by the Government or
by ourselves? Are we supporting individuals’
life-long learning and development? Are we
actively connecting with the wider community,
ie schools and the Job Centre, to share our
demands (skills, knowledge and personal
qualities) for employment to open up the
opportunities for our Gibraltarian residents?
There is much to be done …
Veronica has more than 25 years’ experience,
starting her career in Education and Training
and holding various senior Human Resource
positions in small, medium and large sized
companies in Gibraltar, UK, Spain and USA.
She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of
Personnel Development, is educated to degree
level and holds the Certificate in Education
(Distinction). She brings a common sense
business perspective to people recruitment,
development and retention. Veronica offers
HR consultancy and recruitment solutions to
companies across Gibraltar.
Her philosophy is in short about people:
• Great companies are comprised of great
people.
• The most successful companies are those
that are able to attract, inspire, retain, manage
and reward the right people.
www.vghr.net		
careers@smartrecruitment.gi
www.smartrecruitment.gi

GENERAL INTEREST
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Moving back to Gibraltar - A Personal View
Ravi Viroomal is a Business
Development Manager at Sovereign
Trust in Gibraltar. Taking a personal
view in this article, he discusses
the reasons for leaving London and
returning home – as well as his
hopes for the jurisdiction’s future
Having been trained in Gibraltar, I spent over
four years working in the financial sector in
London. It was my job to develop business
for a foreign exchange broker – similar in
many ways to what I am doing for Sovereign
today. Our clients were mainly business
customers based both in the UK and abroad.
I loved the dynamism, energy and general
openness to doing business in London and,
as a Gibraltarian, it felt like home in so many
ways.
The foreign exchange (or “forex” to use some
jargon) market place in London is simply
huge. Jaw dropping statistics are regularly
rolled out and by the time I left, at the end of
last year, some £1 trillion was being traded
on a daily basis. That’s 1,000 billion pounds
– every day! Despite stiff competition from
other financial hubs such as Frankfurt, New
York and Singapore, forex trading in the
UK accounts for almost 40% of the global
market.
London is a truly international city, well placed
geographically in a time zone that means the
working day starts whilst the Far East is still
trading, and New York wakes up when it is
around lunchtime in the UK. For many years,
the working population has included a high
percentage of foreigners and London benefits
from a diverse cultural makeup as a result. By
all measures, it is truly one the best places
to conduct business, and at the end of the
working day, a multitude of leisure activities
are available to tempt a young Gibraltarian
such as me working there for the first time.
So it came as a surprise to my friends and
family when I announced late last year that I
was planning to return home to Gibraltar. To
be honest, it came as something of a shock
to me too. If London is so great – and I really
believe that it is – what were the factors that
were luring me away? Or was it Gibraltar itself
that was proving too enticing to resist? As so
often in life, the answer relies on a sizeable
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helping of both and after some weeks I found
myself inexorably being drawn back home.
The drawbacks to life in London are as
well-known as they are obvious. A megacity of London’s size is bound to include
several modern day challenges to counter its
attractions. During my four years living there,
London was gearing up for the Olympic Games
being held this summer. London is a horribly
expensive city and simply finding somewhere
affordable to live can be a great challenge.
A long commute combined with a sense
that one is merely a tiny cog in a massive
wheel meant that an eventual return home
remained a distinct possibility throughout my
time in “the smoke”.
The principal reasons for considering my
re-location back home to Gibraltar included
the obvious ability Gibraltar affords to enjoy
a lifestyle where the balance between work
and leisure can be more easily achieved. I
have always been proud that a close, genuine
community spirit exists and that personal
relationships can be developed that attract
individuals here from all over the world. In
addition to the Mediterranean lifestyle to be
found here, many of these people are also
attracted by the wider commercial advantages
offered – more of which later.
So I found myself caught in the gravitational
force that Gibraltar seems to exert on locals
who have moved abroad to develop their
career. My decision was predicated on moving
back to be with family and friends but I was
equally determined not to make the move
until a meaningful professional opportunity
arose where my skills and knowledge could
be properly exploited. After all, I had spent
five years of my working life in London and I
wanted to ensure that the experience would
not go to waste – to ensure if you will that
my time abroad had equipped me more
than those who had not made the same
effort. I felt as though I deserved a chance
to do something really special and that job
opportunities in Gibraltar could provide this
given that more and more firms were locating
there.
So what did I want from a new position back
home? I didn’t feel cut out to sit in an office
all day but my training had been in corporate
services and that had been followed by
the altogether different challenges I had
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encountered in London’s international forex
community. I was looking for something
where I could deal with clients on a daily
basis, where I could be pretty much my own
man; oh and the money and future prospects
had to be decent as well!
At Sovereign, I discovered a culture that
I found easy to adopt. Over 70 staff are
now based locally working for the various
Sovereign companies. The group’s core
activities are centred on corporate services, as
they have been since Sovereign’s foundation
in Gibraltar a quarter of a century ago, but as
the global network has expanded – Sovereign
is now represented in 25 locations worldwide
– so the range of services has developed.
Although I am primarily involved in attending
to the needs of clients requiring corporate
services, in any one day I might find myself
introducing the investment management
arm, discussing accounting, insurance or
even perhaps marine and aviation services,
including the registration of super yachts and
private jets! This is just the degree of diversity
that I craved when considering the move
back.
So it’s been just over six months since I made
the move back home. Naturally the family
are delighted – well they say they are – but
what are my impressions of Gibraltar and
how has it changed in the five years since I
last worked here? More importantly how do
I see the future of Gibraltar as a specialised
finance centre?
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Of course my impressions are going to be
skewed by the fact that I am now five years
older than before, so of course it is to be hoped
that I might also be a bit wiser. But certainly
the infrastructure has changed enormously
and I don’t mean just at the airport! I could
cite new office complexes at Ocean Village
and Waterport Road as just two examples.
Impressive growth has been experienced in
several sectors within the finance industry
such as insurance and funds, where clients
can now avail themselves of bespoke
Experienced Investor Fund or EIF rules. And
the gaming sector has continued to grow at
breakneck speed. Although there are always
going to be challenges that the industry must
face, there is no reason why the general
uptrend should not continue.
In the particular sector in which I work,
corporate services, there is another good story
to tell. The introduction of the new company
tax regime at the beginning of January 2011
has led to an upsurge in interest in locallyregistered companies. Eligible clients can
now benefit from a flat corporate tax charge
of 10% across the board. Gibraltar’s attractive

tax system also includes the absence of
VAT, any form of capital gains tax or indeed
withholding tax on dividends, interest or
royalties.
I use the phrase “eligible clients” deliberately.
All Gibraltar regulated firms such as Sovereign,
are unable to take on business from clients
seeking simply to illegally avoid paying their
dues. Events elsewhere, not least in the UK,
make that plain. Rather, the intelligent use of
forward planning – that may indeed imply
some tax mitigation amongst other objectives
– is now becoming the norm for corporate
service providers. Some years ago those
same firms were simply content to form and
manage companies with no added value.
So as I work through my first year back home,
I can look back and genuinely say that the
move has been a positive one. I am fortunate
to have joined the Sovereign team – but then
again perhaps it is Sovereign who should be
pleased to have me! And my thoughts for
the future? In general, very positive. I am
convinced that Gibraltar continues to develop
its financial services offering, perhaps at

times by punching above its weight. There is
no doubt in my mind that for serious players
prepared to make the investment in the right
people, Gibraltar will continue to develop in
the years ahead. Of course, we cannot live in
isolation and the continuing problems in the
Eurozone in particular are likely to have an
adverse impact here.
But overall, I believe that this well regulated
financial services centre can look forward to
the future with confidence. And I have put
my money where my mouth is by taking this
proactive step and returning home. I encourage
other Gibraltarians who have spent some
time abroad, be it in the UK or further afield,
to look once again at the opportunities to be
found here on their doorstep. You may be very
pleasantly surprised and I look forward to the
chance to say to you “Welcome home!”
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THE BENEFITS OF
CERTIFICATION
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evaluated for our competence and performance capability.
ASCB(E) is independent, impartial and a paradigm pioneer in the field
of accreditation. Operating in over 25 countries world wide, ASCB(E)
is thought to be the largest independent accreditation body in the
world. Established in 1995, the organisation has been a persistent
pioneer in the field of accreditation, well known and respected for its
combination of innovative and user-friendly business acumen and its
respect for the vigorous maintenance of integrity and impartiality that
is the hallmark of the quality assurance profession.

What Verification International Can Offer You

businesses. Our extensive global network offers you local resources
that add real value to your business regardless of its size, sector or
scope
Our people
We aim to work proactively, in partnership with your organization,
which is why we have full-time Client Managers to work with you.
We carefully match our Client Managers’ industry experience to your
needs. Our specialist auditors have all bee indepently witnessed by
regulated accreditation bodies andhave in-depth knowledge of your
business sector. We can match our range of services perfectly to fit
your requirements.

Affordable & Achievable ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 &
ISO 22000 Certification

After sales service and customer satisfaction

Verification International can ensure that your ISO9001, ISO14001,
OHSAS18001, experience is Achievable, Fast and Affordable. Our
team understand business. From our 20 years of Management
Systems experience we have stream-lined the whole ISO Certification
Process into a no-hassle, no-jargon, simple process, ensuring a
stress free transition to ISO Certification for you and your business.

Our commitment to you doesn’t end with a certificate. As a certified Vi
client, you will be able to discuss your needs with your Client Manager
at all times. You will also be able to promote your registration on our
global client directory and ensure that potential clients can check
the validity of your certification. Similarly, you will have use of the Vi
Certified logo to publicise your achievement to clients, vendors and
stakeholders alike.
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Affordable & Achievable ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 & ISO 22000 Certification
Why
Choose Verification International
Verification International can ensure that your ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001, experience is Achievable, Fast
and Affordable. Our team understand business. From our 20 years of Management Systems experience we have

stream-lined
whole
ISO Certification
a no-hassle,
As
one of the the
world’s
leading
certificationProcess
service into
providers
with no-jargon, simple process, ensuring a stress free
transition
to ISO
Certification
for you and
your business.
clients
ranging
from
large multi-national
companies
to small local
Verification International offers independent,
impartial third party evaluation and judgement giving
you a credible means for addressing stakeholder
concerns. We do this by providing a Professional
Lead Auditor to review your business or supply
chain. This may be to a defined and published set of
criteria such as recognised standards or schemes.
Alternatively, it may be to your own bespoke set
of requirements.
Our experts then provide an impartial, balanced
view of how closely you are meeting your stated
objectives. Typically, this will be in the form of an
assessment report including an executive summary
tailored to your precise set of circumstances,
giving you the means to continually improve your
management systems.
PROVIDING ACCREDITED ISO 17021 COMPLIANT
CERTIFICATION SERVICES WORLDWIDE
Find out more about Verification International visit
www.verificationinternational.com

Why Choose Verification International
As one of the world’s leading certification service
providers with clients ranging from large multinational companies to small local businesses. Our
extensive global network offers you local resources
that add real value to your business regardless of
its size, sector or scope

Our people
M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
We aim to work proactively, in partnership with your organization, which is why we have full-time Client Managers to
work with you. We carefully match our Client Managers’ industry experience to your needs. Our specialist auditors
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Online Etiquette – The Right
Way for Business
Social networking through sites like Facebook
and Twitter is changing the way customers and
businesses interact. The way you conduct yourself
through social media is a direct reflection on your
business, but unfortunately at the moment the way
some people are using social media groups and
forums is unacceptable.
This is a problem affecting a lot of small local businesses with
various companies and employees being targeted by individuals on
Facebook and Twitter. Responsible online behaviour is essential and
if someone has a problem with a business they should take it up
first hand rather than hide behind a computer or smartphone when
making comments.
It is important that moderators of groups and pages realise that
they have a role to play and one of the first things that should
be established are guidelines about what will and will not be
acceptable. Moderators act as role models and should behave in a
way that represents the group. They should be active on the forums
that they are admins on, this not only includes logging in frequently
to mediate posts by others, but also by posting and initiating new
topics of interest as well. An active moderator is expected to help
other members by offering knowledge and advice about the topic
that is being debated.
There are some rules surrounding social media etiquette that should
never be broken. These include not using personal insults, obscenity
or ethnic abuse. Respect is a key factor to take into consideration
with users making sure they do not engage in any unacceptable
conduct whilst respecting the privacy of others. Politics and religion
will always be inflammatory topics and, of course, abusive language
and explicit content are obvious exclusions because they can be an
incitement to further illegal action.
As with offline media, such as the press, television and radio,
only comments that have been moderated and are true should be
posted, but just how far should you let something such as criticism
go? Negative comments that mention people by name should be
removed and a post noting the reason it was deleted should be
included. Without exception further personal details such as an
address or phone number should never be put on any of the social
media platforms. Ideally the moderator should send the person who
made the remarks a personal message (PM) explaining why the post
was removed and noting any applicable forum rules. It is important
for small to medium businesses to be watching and monitoring the
online space so that they can identify unacceptable content straight
away because detrimental posts can be damaging to a business if
not picked up from the outset.
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Our advice is that if you or your business has been targeted by
an unfair comment the way to tackle it would be to speak to the
moderator of the page or group and ask for the post to be retracted
and/or removed. If that doesn’t generate results you should look at
reporting the slanderous comments to the police.
The way in which you connect with people through social media
platforms should follow the same rules as if you were talking offline;
taking in the same basic principles and making sure that authenticity,
trust and good behaviour remain high on the list of online etiquette.
Jo Ward
workITgibraltar Ltd
Social Media Marketing Experts
1st Floor, 66 Main Street, Gibraltar
Tel: + 350 200 66880/+ 34 667 573 584
www.workITgibraltar.com
www.facebook.com/workITgib
www.twitter.com/workITgib

GENERAL GFSB
PRESS RELEASE:

THE GFSB have recently had a string of
meetings with Ministers, including Minister
Licudi, Minister Bossano and the Chief Minister.
The Chief Minister Mr Picardo was pressed on topics such as :
1. Civil Service Reform;
2. E-Government;
3. Government Policy on fixed costs.
The Chief Minister confirmed that, in spite of a recent spate of press
releases by local Unions, the reforms of the civil service were still
very much at the proposal stage. It was further confirmed that
bodies such as the GFSB would be consulted before any reforms
were actioned by the government. The important point to note, as
far as Mr Picardo was concerned, was that what was important was
the efficiency of the Civil Service, rather than the hours during which
counters remained opened. Areas such as E-Government and the
facilitation of a One Stop Shop actually fed into this discussion, since
they would assist the general public when trying to interact with
Government Departments. He further stated that greater individual
accountability also featured as part of the proposals. The Board
expressed serious reservations about any reduction of counter hours
and a resulting lack of man-power after 3:30 p.m., but agreed to
wait to see the proposals being put forward.
The Chief Minister also confirmed that the new Savings Bank
(which was envisaged to extend services to local businesses) would
be operational before the end of the Financial Year. He further
confirmed that they were looking into the social insurance system to
see whether any improvements could be made –with a new system
possibly in place relatively soon.

Finally on issues such as the Office of Fair trading, he confirmed that a
review was being conducted into this. When questioned, he confirmed
that this went hand in hand with the review of the Trade Licensing Act,
although one should not be held hostage to the other.
It was confirmed that the GFSB wanted to have a good relationship
throughout with the government. It was felt that the issues in the
GFSB Business Agenda were being looked into and the Chief Minster
was thanked for that. The Chief Minister also asked the board of the
GFSB to raise issues such as Employment issues and issues relating
to Audit requirements etc with the relevant ministers (i.e. Minister
Bossano and Minister Licudi).

ThinkLocal.
BuyLocal.
M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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BUSINESS AWARDS

Applications are now invited for
the 2013 GFSB Business Awards.
The GFSB Committee has been
encouraged by the response by its
members, over the last six years, in
achieving ISO Standards with the
objective of improving the way they
run their businesses and placing
importance on their customers.
The GFSB has reviewed the Annual
GFSB Business Awards and has
decided to offer one Award for
business improvement, innovation
and Quality Standards.
The Award will follow the same lines as last
year and will consist of:
GFSB Business Award for Business
Improvement, Innovation and Quality
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Standards – the Marielou Guerrero Trophy.

All submissions will be judged by a panel
which will consist of Office Bearers or
This Award will be presented to the winning members of the GFSB Committee and subject
Company at the GFSB Annual Dinner and will matter experts.
be a worthy achievement for the winner. The
prize will be a framed Certificate announcing If you are interested in applying for the GFSB
the achievement, a memento and Free Business Awards please contact the GFSB at
Advertising in our In Touch magazine for one email: gfsb@gfsb.gi for an application form.
year.
Closing date for applications is 31st October
2012.
To apply for the Awards, Companies will have
to complete an application in the prescribed
form. The award is open to Members and
Non-Members and businesses can apply
themselves or can recommend another
business that merits the Award. Companies
applying for the Business Award should
preferably have achieved the ISO 9001:2008
Standard (not necessarily with the GFSB).
Interested Companies have to apply in
prescribed form available from the GFSB,
outlining their achievements in business
improvement, Quality Standards, innovation
or achievements.
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PRESS RELEASE:

The GFSB had a very pleasant lunch with
Minister Bossano on 2 October 2012 to bring to
his attention issues which the membership had
raised with us.
Mr Bossano informed the Board that there
was a huge number of unemployed people
emerging, which were previously not even
registered as unemployed. This is the reason
that they are not taking new applicants on
the Scheme. He informed us that there is
a budget of £6,000,000 open to applicants
who are looking for a place on a scheme; but
this has been fully taken up this year. They
are looking to increase the amount of funding
available through EU funding.
He further informed us that there are plans
for apprenticeships. This is to help lost trade
etc. and this programme was not just for
school leavers.
Importantly for employers, Mr Bossano
confirmed that he was not looking to interfere
in whom the private sector employed. Yes,
he confirmed, he was looking to employ
Gibraltarians, and if an employee wanted
someone from the Scheme, or required some
input from government, he would always try
and get Gibraltarians employed. However, he
could not dictate to the private sector who
their employees were, most especially if they
were European Citizens.
The issue of Illegal Labour was also raised.
He confirmed that they had not increased the
number of labour inspectors, but had given
the current labour inspectors assistants, thus
enabling each labour inspector to go their
separate way. He encouraged ideas on how
to combat illegal labour, as this is something
which the government is keen to stamp out.
He did state, however, that we have to bear
in mind that that cross border services are
permitted by EU law.
The Board of the GFSB was encouraged to
liaise with Mr Bossano regularly, to inform
him of issues which were brought to our
attention by members.”
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Built on solid foundations
A full service international law firm, offering tailor-made
services and advice to help you meet your objectives, since 1892
For further information contact: info@isolas.gi
Portland House Glacis Road PO Box 204 Gibraltar
Tel +350 2000 1892 www.gibraltarlawyers.com
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